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Inheritance is well-known and accepted as a mechanism for reuse in object-oriented languages.

Unfortunately, due to the coarse granularity of inheritance, it may be difficult to decompose an
application into an optimal class hierarchy that maximizes software reuse. Existing schemes based
on single inheritance, multiple inheritance, or mixins, all pose numerous problems for reuse. To

overcome these problems we propose traits, pure units of reuse consisting only of methods. We
develop a formal model of traits that establishes how traits can be composed, either to form other
traits, or to form classes. We also outline an experimental validation in which we apply traits to
refactor a non-trivial application into composable units.

Categories and Subject Descriptors: D.3.3 [Programming Languages]: Language Constructs and Features—
Classes and objects, inheritance; D.2.7 [Software Engineering]: Distribution and Maintenance—Restructuring

General Terms: Inheritance, Mixins

Additional Key Words and Phrases: Inheritance, Mixins, Multiple Inheritance, Traits, Reuse,
Smalltalk

1. INTRODUCTION

Inheritance in object-oriented languages is well-established as an incremental modifica-
tion mechanism that can be highly effective at enabling code reuse between similar classes
[Wegner and Zdonik 1988]. Unfortunately, single inheritance is inadequate for expressing
classes that share features not inherited from their (unique) common parent. The shared
features must either be forced into the common parent (where they do not belong), or they
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must be duplicated in the classes that should share them. To overcome this limitation, lan-
guage designers have proposed various forms of multiple inheritance [Meyer 1988; Keene
1989; Stroustrup 1986], as well as other mechanisms, such as mixins [Moon 1986; Bracha
and Cook 1990; Mens and van Limberghen 1996; Flatt et al. 1998; Ancona et al. 2000],
that allow classes to be composed incrementally from sets of features.

Despite the passage of nearly twenty years, neither multiple inheritance nor mixins have
achieved wide acceptance [Taivalsaari 1996]. Summarizing Alan Snyder’s contribution to
the inheritance panel discussion at OOPSLA ’87, Steve Cook wrote:

“Multiple inheritance is good, but there is no good way to do it.” [Cook 1987]

Not only does multiple inheritance pose serious implementation problems [Dixon et al.
1989; Sweeney and Gil 1999], it is often inappropriate as a reuse mechanism: although
multiple inheritance makes it possible to reuse a class (or a set of classes), a class is fre-
quently not the element that one wishes to reuse. This is because classes play two com-
peting roles. A class is primarilly agenerator of instances. Therefore, most of the recent
object-oriented programming languages such as Java and C# make every class bundle to-
gether acompleteset of basic features by requiring it to be a (direct or indirect) subclass
of the dedicated classObject. A class has a secondary role as aunit of reuse. It should
therefore bundle aminimal set of features which can sensibly be reused together1. Un-
fortunately these two roles conflict. Since classes must adopt a fixed position in the class
hierarchy (i) it can be difficult or impossible to factor out wrapper methods (i.e., methods
that extend other methods with additional functionality) as reusable classes, (ii) conflict-
ing features inherited from different paths may be difficult to resolve, and (iii) overridden
features may be difficult to access or compose. Perhaps for these reasons the designers of
recent languages such as Java and C# decided that the complexities introduced by multiple
inheritance outweigh its utility.

Flavors [Cannon 1982; Moon 1986] were an early attempt to address these problems:
Flavors are small, incomplete implementations of classes, that can be “mixed in” at arbi-
trary places in the class hierarchy. More sophisticated notions of mixins were subsequently
developed by Bracha and Cook [Bracha and Cook 1990], Mens and van Limberghen [Mens
and van Limberghen 1996], Flatt, Krishnamurthi and Felleisen [Flatt et al. 1998], and An-
cona, Lagorio and Zucca [Ancona et al. 2000].

Mixins use the ordinary single inheritance operator to extend various parent classes with
the same set of features. Although this inheritance operator is well-suited for deriving new
classes from existing ones, it is not necessarily appropriate for composing reusable building
blocks. Specifically, because mixin composition is implemented using inheritance, mixins
are composed linearly. This gives rise to several problems. First, a suitable total ordering
of features may be difficult to find, or may not even exist. Second, “glue code” that exploits
or adapts the linear composition may be dispersed throughout the class hierarchy. Third,
the resulting class hierarchies are often fragile with respect to change, so that conceptually
simple changes may impact many parts of the hierarchy. For these reasons, we believe,
mixins have never achieved wide success in mainstream object-oriented languages.

Traits represent a simple solution to these various dilemmas. In a nutshell, a trait isa set
of methods, divorced from any class hierarchy. Traits can be composed in arbitrary order.

1Note that this paper focusses on code reuse, and hence will not discuss the relation between classes and types,
nor interfaces.
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The composite entity has complete control over the composition and can resolve conflicts
explicitly, without resorting to linearization. Classes are organized in a single inheritance
hierarchy, and can make use of traits purely to specify the incremental difference in behav-
ior with respect to their superclasses. This simple model has the following consequences.

—Two roles are clearly separated: traits are purely units of reuse, and classes are generators
of instances.

—Traits are simple software components that bothprovideandrequiremethods (required
methodsare those that are used by, but not implemented in, a trait).

—Classes are composed from traits, in the process resolving any conflicts, and possibly
providing the required methods.

—Traits specify no state, so the only conflict that can arise when combining traits is a
method conflict. Such a conflict can be resolved by overriding or by exclusion.

—Traits can be inlined, a process that we call “flattening”: the fact that a method originates
in a trait rather than in a class does not affect the semantics of the class.

—Difficulties experienced with multiple inheritance disappear with traits, because traits
are divorced from the inheritance hierarchy.

—Difficulties experienced with mixins also disappear, because traits impose no composi-
tion order.

This paper extends our earlier work [Schärli et al. 2003] by presenting a precise and for-
mal account of traits, a more detailed analysis of the problems associated with the different
multiple inheritance and mixin mechanisms, and a more extensive discussion of related
work. More information about traits can be found in Schärli’s dissertation [Scḧarli 2005].

In this paper we present a formal model of traits and demonstrate how traits resolve nu-
merous problems with existing approaches to specifying classes. In Section 2, we give an
overview of the problems arising with multiple inheritance and mixins, and in Section 3
we show in some detail how these problems affect existing programming languages. In
Section 4 we present traits, and illustrate their use by means of numerous examples. Sec-
tion 5 discusses the most important design decisions and evaluates traits with respect to
the problems identified in Section 2, while Section 6 presents our implementation of traits.
In Section 7 we summarize the results of realistic applications of traits: a refactoring of
the Smalltalk collection hierarchy, a refactoring of the Smalltalk language kernel by boot-
strapping it with traits, and an application of traits to address the problem of safe metaclass
composition. We discuss related work in Section 8. We conclude the paper and indicate
future work in Section 9.

2. PROBLEMS WITH INHERITANCE AND COMPOSABILITY

Although inheritance is widely considered to be the key feature of object-oriented pro-
gramming, it is also saddled with many competing and contradictory definitions and inter-
pretations [Taivalsaari 1996]. Over the years, researchers have developed various forms of
inheritance, including single inheritance, multiple inheritance, and mixin inheritance. Each
of these forms provides different answers to problems ofdecomposition— how we decom-
pose a software base into suitable units of reuse — andcomposition— how we compose
these units to obtain a class hierarchy suitable for our application domain.

In this section, we give an overview of the key problems of decomposition and com-
position and how they apply to the different forms of inheritance. For conciseness, this
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overview is kept general; details of the inheritance mechanisms in particular programming
languages are deferred to Section 3. Note that we focus here on conceptual issues related
to reuse. Other problems with inheritance such as implementation difficulties [Dixon et al.
1989; Sweeney and Gil 1999] and conflicts between inheritance and subtyping [America
and van der Linden 1990; Bruce et al. 1995; Castagna 1995; Cook et al. 1990; Madsen
et al. 1990; LaLonde and Pugh 1991] are outside the scope of this paper.

2.1 Decomposition Problems

Object-oriented programming offers a tool for modeling arbitrary domains as hierarchies
of classes. But the way in which we decompose our domain concepts into classes is not
necessarily the right way to decompose the implementations of these classes into sets of
features [LaLonde 1989; Harrison and Ossher 1993; Tarr et al. 1999]. Let us briefly con-
sider three decomposition problems in this context.

Duplicated Features.Single inheritance is the simplest form of inheritance; it allows a
class to inherit from (at most) one superclass [Cook and Palsberg 1989]. Although well-
accepted, single inheritance is not expressive enough to factor out all the common features
shared by classes in a complex hierarchy. As a consequence, single inheritance sometimes
forces code to be duplicated.

As an example, consider the Smalltalk stream classesReadStream, WriteStream, and
ReadWriteStream. As suggested by their names, the classReadWriteStream contains fea-
tures provided by bothReadStream andWriteStream. However, single inheritance allows
ReadWriteStream to inherit from only one of these classes. In Smalltalk,ReadWriteStream
inherits fromWriteStream and then duplicates some methods fromReadStream.

Note that extension of single inheritance with interfaces as promoted by Java and C#
addresses the issues of subtyping and conceptual modeling, but does not provide any help
with the problem of duplicated code.

Inappropriate Hierarchies.A common way of avoiding such code duplication is to im-
plement certain methods “too high” in the hierarchy. The idea is that instead of duplicating
a method, it is moved to a superclass until it is available in all the classes where it is ac-
tually required. In our example, this means that the programmer could implement all the
reading methods in the classPositionableStream, which is the lowest common superclass
of ReadStream andWriteStream. As a consequence, these methods would be inherited in
the classReadWriteStream, and hence would not need to be duplicated.

The tactic succeeds, but the price is high:PositionableStream is polluted by many meth-
ods that have nothing to do with positioning, andWriteStream appears to implement many
reading methods, although these methods will fail or result in inconsistent behavior if they
are ever used.

Both multiple inheritance and mixins attempt to alleviate these problems by allowing a
class to obtain features from multiple sources, but, as we shall see, each gives rise to other
problems.

Duplicated Wrappers.Multiple inheritance as provided by languages such as C++ and
Eiffel enables a class to reuse features from multiple parent classes, but it does not allow
one to write a reusable entity that extends methods implemented in as-yet unknown classes.

This limitation is illustrated in UML class diagrams in Figure 1. Assume that classA
contains methodsread andwrite: that provide unsynchronized access to some data. (If not
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SyncA

read
write:
acquireLock
releaseLock SyncA SyncB

read
   self acquireLock.
   result := super read.
   self releaseLock.
   ↑result

write: value
   self acquireLock.
   super write: value.
   self releaseLock

A

read
write:

SyncReadWrite

read
write:
acquireLock
releaseLock

A

read
write:

B

read
write:

Fig. 1. Incorrect attempt to factor out a synchronization wrapper

otherwise indicated, all the code shown is written in Smalltalk. The traits model, however,
is not specific to Smalltalk.) If it becomes necessary to synchronize access, we can create
a classSyncA that inherits fromA and wraps the methodsread andwrite:. That is,SyncA
defines newread andwrite: methods that call the inherited methods under control of a lock
(see Figure 1 left).

Now suppose that classA is part of a framework that also contains another classB
with read and write: methods, and that we want to use the same technique to create a
synchronized version ofB. Naturally, we would like to factor out the synchronization code
so that it can be reused in bothSyncA andSyncB.

With multiple inheritance, the natural way to share code among different classes is to
inherit from a common superclass. This means that we should move the synchronization
wrapper into a classSyncReadWrite that will become the superclass of bothSyncA and
SyncB (see Figure 1 right). Unfortunately this does not work becausesuper-sends are
statically resolved in most forms of multiple inheritance such as those of C++ and Eiffel.
Therefore, thesuper-sends in methods ofSyncReadWrite would referstaticallyto methods
of its superclass, and not to methods inA or B.

Workarounds are clumsy and just entail more duplicated code, for example, thesuper-
calls in SyncReadWrite could be replaced by calls to abstract methodsdirectRead and
directWrite:, which are then implemented in bothSyncA andSyncB to call, respectively,
theread andwrite: methods ofA andB. (See Section 3.2 for more details.)

Mixins solve this particular problem by late-bindingsuper. A mixin is an abstract sub-
class specification that may be applied to various parent classes to extend them with the
same set of features [Moon 1986; Bracha and Cook 1990; Mens and van Limberghen 1996;
Flatt et al. 1998]. Instead of definingSyncReadWrite as a class, it is defined as a mixin.
ThenSyncA andSyncB will each apply the mixin to a different superclass, and obtain the
desired wrapper behavior.

2.2 Composition Problems

Although there is a clear progression in expressive power from single inheritance through
multiple inheritance to mixins, this expressiveness does not come without a cost. Both
multiple inheritance and mixins pose numerous problems when we consider how classes
are composed from shared features.
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asString
    ↑super asString, '  ',
            self rgb asString

asString
    ↑super asString, '  ', 
           self borderWidth asString

Rectangle

asString
serializeOn:

Rectangle + MColor

asString
serializeOn: 

Rectangle + MColor + MBorder

asString
serializeOn: 

MColor

asString
serializeOn:

MyRectangle

MBorder

asString
serializeOn:

inherits from
applies mixin

Fig. 2. Lack of composition control in the composite classMyRectangle

Conflicting Features.One of the problems with multiple inheritance is the ambigu-
ity that arises when conflicting features are inherited along different paths [Duggan and
Techaubol 2001]. A particularly problematic situation is the “diamond problem” [Bracha
and Cook 1990] (also called “fork-join inheritance” [Sakkinen 1989]), which occurs when
a class inherits from the same parent class via multiple paths. The root of a class hierarchy
(or a subhierarchy) often consists of a class that provides some common default behavior
that may be overridden by subclasses (e.g., methods=, hash, andasString): this is precisely
the cause of the conflicts that arise when several of these classes are reused.

The features that conflict may be methods or attributes (instance variables). Whereas
method conflicts can be resolved relatively easily (e.g., by overriding), conflicting attributes
are more problematic. Even if the declarations are consistent, it is not clear whether con-
flicting attributes should be inherited once or multiply [Meyer 1988; Sakkinen 1992], and
how these attributes should be initialized.

Single inheritance does not suffer from this problem; nor do mixins that are based on
single inheritance. With mixin composition, mixins are applied to classesone at a time,
generating new subclasses in a single inheritance hierarchy. Conflicts do not arise because
the features of each mixin simply extend or override those of the class to which it is applied.
However, the fact that mixins must be applied in a particular order leads to other problems,
as we shall see shortly.

Lack of Control and Dispersal of Glue Code.Mixin composition is linear: all the mixins
used by a class must be inherited one at a time. Features defined in mixins appearing later
in the order overrideall the identically named features of earlier mixins. Where conflicts
should be resolved by selecting and combining features from different mixins, a suitable
total order may not exist. So, while avoiding the problem of ambiguous conflicts, mixins
put feature composition into a straitjacket from which it may be difficult to escape.

As a consequence, with mixins, the composite entity is not in full control of the way in
which the mixins are composed: instead, the way in which the individual features override
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and extend one another is dictated by the total ordering imposed on the mixins. Obtaining
the desired combination of features may require introducing glue code in new intermedi-
ate mixins, or even modifying the component mixins. Neither alternative is satisfactory.
Modifying a mixin is problematic because it may break other classes that use the mixin;
introducing intermediate mixins causes the glue code to be scattered throughout the inher-
itance hierarchy, which makes the composition hard to understand and adapt.

As an example, consider the class diagram shown in Figure 2, where a classMyRect-
angle uses two mixinsMColor andMBorder that each provide methodsasString andseri-
alizeOn:. (We introduce anad-hocextension to UML to show where mixins are applied
in the inheritance hierarchy, and we use class names such asRectangle + MColor for the
anonymous intermediate classes that result when mixins are applied.) The implementa-
tions of the methodasString in the mixins first call the implementation inherited from the
superclass (using the keywordsuper) and then extend the resulting string with a separa-
tion character followed by some specific information about their own state. Similarly (but
not shown in Figure 2), the implementations ofserializeOn: in the mixins first call the
superclass method and then append the mixin’s own state to the argument stream.

Suppose now that for compatibility reasons, we need to serialize our classMyRectangle
so that thergb value appears before theborderWidth. Because mixin composition is linear,
this means that the mixinMColor must be applied before the mixinMBorder. Unfortunately,
this means that the order of theasString methods is also changed, so the color attributes
will be printed before the border attributes, which may not be what we want.

The crux of the problem is that from within the composite entityMyRectangle, it is not
possible to control separately how the different features are composed. This is because in
MyRectangle, we can only access themixedbehavior ofRectangle + MColor + MBorder,
but not the original behavior ofMColor andRectangle.

Thus, if we need to customize how the features are composed — be it because we need
a different serialization order or a another separation character between the two strings —
we need to modify the involved mixins, which is problematic as it potentially breaks all
the other clients of these mixins. (See Section 3.1 for more details.)

Note thatcomposite mixins[Bracha 1992] do not provide any more control over com-
position than do ordinary mixins. Like mixins, composite mixins provide only a linear
composition in which all the features of the involved mixins are totally ordered. This
means that, in the above example, the same problem would occur if we were to combine
the two mixinsMColor andMBorder to create a composite mixinMColorAndBorder and
then use this composite mixin to define our new classMyRectangle. The only difference is
that the problem would manifest itself during the definition of the composite mixin rather
than the definition of the classMyRectangle.

Fragile Hierarchies.The total ordering of mixins can lead to a further problem, namely
that the resulting inheritance hierarchies will often be fragile with respect to change. Adding
a new method to one of the mixinsimplicitly overrides all identically named methods of
mixins that appear earlier in the chain. It may furthermore be impossible to reestablish
the original behavior of the composite without adding or changing several mixins in the
inheritance chain. This is especially critical if one modifies a mixin that is used in many
places across the class hierarchy.

As an illustration, suppose that in the previous example the mixinMBorder does not ini-
tially define a methodasString. This means that the implementation ofasString in MyRect-
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angle will be the one specified byMColor. Suppose that, later, the methodasString is added
to the mixinMBorder. Due to the total ordering of mixins, this implicitly overrides the im-
plementation provided byMColor. Worse, the original behavior of the composite class
MyRectangle cannot be reestablished without changing more of the mixins involved in the
composition. If we want to avoid the ripple effect caused by further changes to existing
mixins, we have to introduce a new “glue mixin” between the mixinsMColor andMBorder,
which makes the methodasString provided byMColor available under a new name such as
colorAsString, and then add another glue methodasString to the classMyRectangle.

With many forms of multiple inheritance we also observe a fragility problem with re-
spect to changes. Since identically named features can be inherited from different parent
classes, a single keyword (e.g., super) is not enough to access inherited methods unambigu-
ously. For example, C++ [Stroustrup 1997] forces one to name the appropriate superclass
in order to access an overridden method; recent versions of Eiffel [Meyer 1997] adopt
an analogous technique2. Although explicitly naming the source of overridden features
makes it possible to compose features from multiple parent classes, this embedding of ex-
plicit class references into the source code makes the code fragile with respect to changes
in the class hierarchy.

3. DETAILED DISCUSSION OF THE PROBLEMS

The previous section provided a general outline of the problems associated with inheritance
as a reuse mechanism. In this section we provide some detailed illustrations of how these
problems apply to the various forms of inheritance adopted by some existing programming
languages.

3.1 Mixins in Strongtalk and Jam

Strongtalk [Bak et al. 2002] and Jam [Ancona et al. 2000] are extensions of Smalltalk and
Java with mixins. Both suffer from the limitations caused by the total ordering imposed
by mixin composition. As an illustration, consider the situation shown in Figure 2, and
suppose again that we need to serializeMyRectangle objects so that thergb value appears
on the stream before theborderWidth; this means that the mixinMColor has to be applied
before the mixinMBorder.

As pointed out earlier, this also means that the color attributes will be printed before the
border attributes; worse, it is not possible to change this ordering within the composite class
MyRectangle. Reversing the printing order without duplicating any code would require us
to modify the component mixins.

The need to modify the mixins arises because theasString methods include not only
the mixin-specific printing behavior but also determine the composition order of the mixin
code and thesuper code. This gives us the clue that separating these two concerns might
allow for more flexible reuse. The first step is to remove from the mixin methods the code
referring to the superclass implementation. In the Smalltalk-based language Strongtalk,
the mixin code would look like this:

2The ability to access an overridden method using the keywordPrecursor followed by an optional superclass
name was added to Eiffel in 1997 [Meyer 1997]. In earlier versions of Eiffel, access to original methods required
direct repeated inheritance[Meyer 1992]. This means that a subclass inherits from the same superclass (at least)
twice so that one copy of a method can be redefined while the other still refers to the original version in the
superclass.
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rectAsString
   ↑super asString

colorAsString
    ↑super asString

asString
    ↑self rectAsString, ' ', super asString,
              ' ', self colorAsString

Rectangle

asString
serializeOn:

Rectangle + MGlue1

rectAsString

Rectangle + MGlue1 
+ MColor

asString
serializeOn:

Rectangle + MGlue1 
+ MColor + MGlue2

colorAsString

Rectangle + MGlue1 + MColor 
+ MGlue2 + MBorder

asString
serializeOn:

MColor

asString
serializeOn:

MBorder

asString
serializeOn:

MGlue1

rectAsString

MGlue2

colorAsString

MyRectangle

asString
inherits from
applies mixin

Fig. 3. Customizing the composition using two intermediate “glue mixins”

MColor>>asString3

↑ self color asString

MBorder>>asString
↑ self borderWidth asString

The second step is to makeall of the asString methods accessible from the composite
classMyRectangle; because the mixins are composed linearly, unless we do something
extraordinary, the methodasString provided by the superclassRectangle is overridden by
the method fromMColor, and the method fromMColor is overridden by the method from
MBorder, so from within the composite classMyRectangle it is only theMBorder method
that is accessible.

We make these methods accessible under additional names in the following way. We
interpose two additional “glue mixins”MGlue1 andMGlue2 in the hierarchy, as shown in
Figure 3. MGlue1 is inserted between the classRectangle and the mixinMColor, and it
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implements the method

MGlue1>>rectAsString
↑ super asString

to make the methodRectangle>>asString available under the namerectAsString. Simi-
larly, MGlue2 is inserted between the mixinsMColor andMBorder, and it implements the
methodMGlue2>>colorAsString to make the methodMColor>>asString available under
the namecolorAsString. Now it is possible to write the glue methodasString in the com-
bining classMyRectangle in a way that gives us the printing order that we want:

MyRectangle>>asString
↑ self rectAsString, ’ ’, super asString, ’ ’, self colorAsString.

The problem with this approach is that interposing the two additional glue mixins makes
the inheritance hierarchy more complex and causes the glue code to be scattered over
three different entities. This makes program comprehension much more difficult. Even a
programmer who is familiar with the classRectangle and the mixinsMColor andMBorder
will have to look at three different entities to understand the composition of the mixins.
Furthermore, in order to understand the behavior of the composite classMyRectangle, it is
necessary to understand how six entities in the inheritance hierarchy are composed, and in
particular how thesuper-sends of the mixinsMGlue1 andMGlue2 are resolved.

Note that the even though the examples are presented in Strongtalk syntax, JAM suffers
from exactly the same problems as it facilitates the same kind of mixin composition.

3.2 Multiple Inheritance and Mixins in C++

The language C++ [Stroustrup 1997] is quite unique from our perspective: it features native
support for multiple inheritance, and can also be made to support mixins by using templates
to represent classes with a parameterized superclass.

Multiple Inheritance.A distinctive feature of multiple inheritance in C++ is that the
programmer has a certain amount of control over a diamond situation. If a base class (that
is, a superclass) is declared to bevirtual, the base class is shared and attributes are inherited
only once4. While this provides help for avoiding conflicts and ambiguities in a diamond
situation, it does not help us to solve the problem of factoring out generic wrappers.

Let us reconsider the example shown in Figure 1, where a classA implements two meth-
ods for reading and writing and has a subclassSyncA that implements synchronized ver-
sions of these methods. Figure 4 shows the implementation ofSyncA in C++.

With multiple inheritance, sharing code among different classes means (directly or indi-
rectly) inheriting from a common superclass that contains the code to be shared. Therefore,
if we want to share the synchronization code inSyncA to create another synchronized sub-
classSyncB of B, we need to factor this code into a new classSyncReadWrite and then
make it the superclass of bothSyncA andSyncB (see Figure 1 right).

Unfortunately, multiple inheritance alone is not expressive enough to do this. The prob-
lem is that the calls to the superclass versions ofread andwrite are statically bound and can
refer only to asuperclassof SyncReadWrite. Therefore, the classSyncReadWrite cannot

4In his description of C++ [Stroustrup 1997], Stroustrup uses the term “mixin” for a class that overrides methods
of a virtual base class. This definition of “mixin” differs from that used in this paper and in most of the research
literature.
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class SyncA : public A {
public:
virtual int read() {

acquireLock();
result = A::read();
releaseLock();
return result;

};
virtual void write(int n) {

acquireLock();
A::write(n);
releaseLock();

};

protected:
virtual void acquireLock() {

// acquire lock
};
virtual void releaseLock() {

// release lock
};

};

Fig. 4. The classSyncA in C++

class SyncReadWrite {
public:
virtual int read() {

acquireLock();
result = directRead();
releaseLock();
return result;

};
virtual void write(int n) {

acquireLock();
directWrite(n);
releaseLock();

};

protected:
virtual void acquireLock() {

// acquire lock
};
virtual void releaseLock() {

// release lock
};

virtual int directRead() = 0;
virtual void directWrite(int n) = 0;

};

Fig. 5. The classSyncReadWrite implemented with two abstract methods
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class SyncA : public A, SyncReadWrite { class SyncB : public B, SyncReadWrite {
public: public:
virtual int read() { virtual int read()

return SyncReadWrite::read(); return SyncReadWrite::read();
}; };
virtual void write(int n) { virtual void write(int n) {

SyncReadWrite::write(n); SyncReadWrite::write(n);
}; };

protected: protected:
virtual int directRead() { virtual int directRead() {

return A::read(); return B::read();
}; };
virtual void directWrite(n) { virtual int directWrite(n) {

A::write(n); B::write(n);
}; };

}; };

Fig. 6. Code duplication in the classesSyncA andSyncB

template <class Super>
class MSyncReadWrite : public Super {

public:
virtual int read() {

acquireLock();
result = Super::read();
releaseLock();
return result;

};
virtual void write(int n) {

acquireLock();
Super::Write(n);
releaseLock();

};

protected:
virtual void acquireLock() {

// acquire lock
};
virtual void releaseLock() {

// release lock
};

};

class SyncA : public MSyncReadWrite<A> {};

class SyncB : public MSyncReadWrite<B> {};

Fig. 7. Synchronization expressed as a mixin
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template <class Super>
class MLogOpenClose : public Super {

public:
virtual void open() {

Super::open();
log(”Opened”);

};
virtual void close() {

Super::close();
log(”Closed”);

};
virtual void reset() {

// reset logger
};

protected:
virtual void log(char* s) {

// write to log
};

};

class MyDocument : public MSyncReadWrite<MLogOpenClose<Document>> {};

Fig. 8. The classMyDocument built from two mixins

explicitly call the unsynchronized versions of the methodsread andwrite provided by its
subclassesA andB.

As a workaround, one would have to modify the methodsread andwrite in SyncRead-
Write so that the explicit calls to the superclass methods are replaced by calls to abstract
methodsdirectRead and directWrite (Figure 5), which will then be implemented by the
subclassesSyncA andSyncB (Figure 6). This solution is still far from satisfactory, since
it requires duplication of four glue methods in each subclass. Furthermore, avoiding name
clashes between the synchronized and unsynchronized versions of theread andwrite meth-
ods makes this approach rather clumsy, and one has to make sure that the unsynchronized
methodsdirectRead are not publicly available inSyncA andSyncB.

Template-based Mixins.Unlike the generics mechanisms of most other languages such
as Java and C#, the C++ template mechanism allows the programmer to write classes with
generic superclasses. As shown by VanHilst and Notkin [VanHilst and Notkin 1996a;
1996b] as well as Smaragdakis and Batory [Smaragdakis and Batory 1998; 2000], this
enables the programmer to express a mixin as a class with a generic superclass. Thus, the
C++ programmer can avoid the limitation of multiple inheritance with regard to wrappers
by using mixins instead. In the previous example, this means that the synchronization code
can be written as a generic classMSyncReadWrite. This generic class can then be used to
create the classesSyncA andSyncB by applying it to the superclassesA andB, respectively.
The corresponding code is shown in Figure 7.

Apart from the fact that C++ mixins are explicitly written as generic classes, this ap-
proach is identical to ordinary mixins as discussed earlier. Therefore, it is not surprising
that it solves our problem without any code duplication, but also suffers from the lineariza-
tion problems pointed out previously as soon as multiple mixins are composed.
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As an example, assume that we want to combine the mixinMSyncReadWrite with an-
other wrapper mixinMLogOpenClose to create a new classMyDocument, which differs
from its superclassDocument in that it synchronizes all the calls to the methodsread and
write, and logs all the calls to the methodsopen andclose. Unfortunately, this again re-
quires the programmer to choose an order for the two mixins. In the code shown in Fig-
ure 8, we decided to apply the mixinMSyncReadWrite last, which means that it overrides
all the features of the other mixinMLogOpenClose. This is not a problem as long as the
two mixins do not implement conflicting features. But it does make the whole hierarchy
fragile with respect to changes: if the mixinMSyncReadWrite is changed so that it also
provides a methodreset, then this new method willimplicitly override the implementation
provided byMLogOpenClose and hence break our classMyDocument.

As illustrated in Section 3.1, the programmer can fix such conflicts by modifying exist-
ing mixins, which is problematic if the changed mixins are used elsewhere, or by intro-
ducing new intermediate mixins, which leads to dispersal of glue code. In addition, C++
offers a third option for resolving such conflicts. This option is based on the fact that C++
allows a class to explicitly access features of its indirect superclasses by using nested scope
qualifiers.

In the previous example, this means that the classMyDocument can use the expression

MSyncReadWrite::MLogOpenClose::reset()

to refer to the methodreset in MLogOpenClose, while it can use the expression

MSyncReadWrite::MLogOpenClose::Document::open()

to refer to the methodopen in Document.
Using such nested scope qualifiers, the programmer can write the glue code directly in

the composite classMyDocument. This avoids the dispersal of glue code caused by intro-
ducing intermediate mixins, but it introduces other problems. Besides the fact that nested
scope qualifiers make the code hard to read, understand and maintain, they also make the
code fragile with respect to changes in the hierarchy and can break encapsulation [Snyder
1986]. This is because a class using such code not only depends on the entirety of fea-
tures inherited from its direct superclass, but can also have explicit dependencies on the
complete inheritance hierarchy (e.g., the exact order of the applied mixins) and the imple-
mentation details of all itsindirect superclasses (e.g., whether a superclass implements or
inherits a certain feature).

3.3 CLOS

Unlike C++ and Eiffel, the multiple inheritance variation of CLOS imposes a linear order
on the superclasses. This has the advantage that a single keywordcall-next-method is
enough to unambiguously call a superclass method. As a consequence, CLOS avoids the
fragility that is caused by allowing the programmer to include explicit superclass references
in the source code of arbitrary methods. Another feature of CLOS is thatsuper-sends are
dynamically resolved, which means that CLOS can express and apply generic wrappers
without any code duplication. Finally, CLOS doesn’t have any problems with conflicting
slots (fields) because they are treated essentially in the same way as methods. So if a class
inherits multiple definitions for the same slot, the most specific definition takes precedence
over the less specific ones, and their slot options are combined in useful ways.

On the downside, CLOS linearization [Steele 1990] leads to problems similar to the ones
we identified and described for mixins. In particular, it often leads to unexpected behavior
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because it is not always clear how a complex multiple inheritance hierarchy should be
linearized [Ducournau et al. 1992]. Other linearizations used in Lisp and its derivatives
(such as the schemes used in Loops [Stefik and Bobrow 1985], Dylan [Barrett et al. 1996]
and C3 [Barrett et al. 1996]) do not provide fundamental solutions to these problems, since
they still favor the automatic resolution of conflicts.

4. TRAITS — COMPOSABLE UNITS OF BEHAVIOR

Traits offer a simple solution to the problems outlined in Section 2. With this approach,
classes retain their primary role as generators of instances, while traits are purely units
of reuse. Classes are organized in a single inheritance hierarchy, thus avoiding the key
problems of multiple inheritance, but the incremental extensions that classes introduce to
their superclasses are specified using one or more traits.

In this section we introduce traits by means of a formal model, informal diagrams, and
running examples. Traits are implemented in Squeak, a Smalltalk dialect [Ingalls et al.
1997], and have been applied successfully to refactor significant portions of the Squeak
library [Black et al. 2003] and the Squeak language kernel [Ducasse et al. 2005]. As of
now, traits are a standard feature of the statically typed language Scala [Odersky et al.
2004], and there is an implementation of Traits for Perl 5. Furthermore, there is ongoing
work on porting traits to other languages such as C# (see Section 9) and making traits a
standard feature of the upcoming Perl 6 (under the name “roles”).

A trait is essentially a set of methods,i.e., a mapping from method names to method
bodies. Composite traits may be specified by means of compositions. In the formal model,
these are expressions over traits usingtrait sum(+), exclusion(−) andaliasing (→) op-
erators. When traits are composed with+, identical names that map to different method
bodies will conflict; we represent this by mapping the method name to> in the composite.
Theoverridingoperation� is used to override these conflicts with proper method bodies.

Traits bear a superficial resemblance to mixins, with several important differences. Sev-
eral traits can be applied to a class in a single operation, whereas mixins must be applied
incrementally. Trait composition is unordered, thus avoiding problems due to linearization
of mixins. Traits contain only methods, so state conflicts are avoided, but method conflicts
may exist. A class is specified by composing a superclass with a set of traits and someglue
methods. Glue methods are defined in the class and they connect the traits together;i.e.,
they implement required trait methods (possibly by accessing state), they adapt provided
trait methods, and they resolve method conflicts.

Trait composition respects the following three rules:

—Methods defined in a class itself take precedence over methods provided by a trait.This
allows glue methods defined in the class to override methods with the same name pro-
vided by the traits.

—Flattening property.A non-overridden method in a trait has the same semantics as if it
were implemented directly in the class.

—Composition order is irrelevant.All the traits have the same precedence, and hence
conflicting trait methods must be explicitly disambiguated.

A conflictarises if we combine two or more traits that provide identically named meth-
ods that do not originate from the same trait. Conflicts are resolved by implementing a glue
method at the level of the class, which overrides the conflicting methods, or by excluding
a method from all but one trait. In addition traits allowmethod aliasing; this makes it
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possible for the programmer to introduce an additional name for a method provided by a
trait. The new name is used to obtain access to a method that would otherwise be unreach-
able because it has been overridden. As we shall see, method aliasing offers a less fragile
solution to this problem than method renaming.

We shall first introduce our formal model by summarizing those aspects of classes that
we need to capture. We will then proceed to define traits, and show how traits are used
to build classes. We will use running examples to illustrate various aspects of the formal
model.

4.1 Classes and Methods

A key feature of traits is that, although classes may be built using traits, the way in which
this is done does not affect the semantics of classes. In effect, traits can be “inlined”, or
flattened. For this reason, we start by describing a model of classes without traits.

The primitive elements of our model are the following disjoint sets:

—N , a countable set of methodnames, and

—B, a countable set of methodbodies,

—A, a countable set ofattributenames (i.e., instance variables).

To express conflicts, we extend the set of method bodiesB to a flat latticeB?, with new
elements⊥ and> such that⊥ @ m @ >, for all m ∈ B, and in which all other elements
are incomparable. We will use⊥ to represent a required (undefined) method and> to
represent a method conflict. Thus, theleast upper boundor join operatort for B? is as
follows:

⊥��@@

m1
��

m2
@@

> t ⊥ m1 m2 >
⊥ ⊥ m1 m2 >
m1 m1 m1 > >
m2 m2 > m2 >
> > > > >

wherem1 6= m2

Definition 1 A methodis a partial function mapping a single method name to a particular
method body. We use the notation:

a 7→ m

for the method that maps the namea ∈ N to the method bodym ∈ B.

Definition 2 A method dictionary, d ∈ D is a total function,d : N → B? that maps only
a finite subset of method names to bodies,i.e., whered−1(B) is finite, andd−1(>) = ∅.

Note that a method dictionary represents a finite set of methods. For this reason we
will always specify them extensionally, listing only the mappings to elements inB. For
example,

d = {a 7→ m1, b 7→ m2}

defines a method dictionaryd that maps method namea to bodym1 andb to m2, and all
other method names to⊥.
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B

a

C
i
a
b

a
   ↑self b

m1

a
   ↑super a
b
   ↑1

m3

m2

Fig. 9. An example hierarchy

Definition 3 A class, c ∈ C, is either the empty class,nil, or a sequence〈α, d〉·c′, with
attributesα ⊂ A, method dictionaryd ∈ D, and superclassc′ ∈ C.

For the purpose of explaining traits, we do not need to detail the behavior of methods.
All that is necessary is to trackself andsuper calls. We therefore model:

—selfSends: B → 2N , the set of method names used inself-sends, and

—superSends: B → 2N , the set of method names used insuper-sends.

Note that it is considered poor style for a method to perform asuper-send to a dif-
ferent method [Riel 1996]. We would therefore expect that for a given methodl 7→ m,
superSends(m) = ∅ or {l}. However, since programming languages do not usually en-
force this practice, we allow for the more general case.

We extendselfSendsandsuperSendsto sets of methods in the obvious way:

—selfSends: 2B → 2N , selfSends(µ) def=
⋃

m∈µ selfSends(m)

—superSends: 2B → 2N , superSends(µ) def=
⋃

m∈µ superSends(m)

(We will later further extend these functions to traits and classes in a similar way, simply
taking the union of allself- or super-sends of the methods belonging to the trait or class.)

Example. Consider a classc defined as follows:

c = 〈{i}, {a 7→ m2, b 7→ m3}〉·〈∅, {a 7→ m1}〉·nil

Classc has attributei and methodsa 7→ m2 andb 7→ m3. Its superclass is〈∅, {a 7→ m1}〉·nil,
whose superclass in turn isnil. (For conciseness, we will in future omit the trailing·nil from
all examples.) Note thata 7→ m2 in c overridesa 7→ m1 in its superclass (see Figure 9).

Suppose now that:

selfSends(m1) = {b} superSends(m1) = ∅
selfSends(m2) = ∅ superSends(m2) = {a}
selfSends(m3) = ∅ superSends(m3) = ∅

Since the superclass ofc requires, but does not implementb, we also see that methodb is
abstract. Furthermore,a 7→ m2 not only overridesa 7→ m1, but also makes use ofm1 by
means of asuper call. Thus we see that knowledge of the superclass chain is essential to
capturing the semantics of classes, since the meaning ofa 7→ m2 depends ona 7→ m1.
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Shortly we will formalize what it means for a class to be abstract or concrete, and when
two classes constructed in different ways are equivalent.

4.2 Traits

We model traits as an extension of method dictionaries where some methods may conflict.
Conflicts may arise when traits are composed; the conflicts can be resolved when the com-
posed trait is used in another class or trait. A trait both provides methods (i.e., the methods
implemented in the trait) and requires methods (i.e., those that are invoked byself-sends
andsuper-sends, but are not provided).

Definition 4 A trait, t ∈ T , is a function,t : N → B?, wheret−1(B ∪ {>}) is finite.

Example. A trait, like a method dictionary, represents a finite set of methods. For example,

t1 = {a 7→ m1, b 7→ m2, c 7→ >}

defines a traitt that maps method namea to bodym1, b to m2, and for which method name
c has a conflict. (Assumem1 andm2 to be the same method bodies we saw in the previous
example.)

Since traits are just finite mappings, two traits are equal when these mappings are equal,
that is, when equal names map to equal method bodies. (Equality of method bodies may be
established in a variety of ways,e.g., by the location of the source code, or by the syntactic
equality or equivalence of source code.)

By convention,selfSendsandsuperSendsof> and⊥ are all∅. We extendselfSendsand
superSendsto traits in the obvious way:

—selfSends: T → 2N , selfSends(t) def=
⋃

l∈N selfSends(l)

—superSends: T → 2N , superSends(t) def=
⋃

l∈N superSends(l)

In the example,selfSends(t1) = {b} andsuperSends(t1) = {a}.

Definition 5 Theconflicts: T → 2N , of a traitt are defined by:

conflicts(t) def= {l | t(l) = >}

In the example,conflicts(t1) = {c}.
Note that every method dictionary is, by definition, a trait, but traits with conflicts are

not method dictionaries. In fact, a method dictionaryd ∈ D is just aconflict-freetrait, that
is, a traitd such thatconflicts(d) = ∅. We therefore consider thatD ⊂ T .

The names of the methods defined for a trait are those that it provides. A trait may also
require a set of methods that parameterize the provided behavior.

Definition 6 Theprovidedmethod names,provided: T → 2N , of a traitt are:

provided(t) def= t−1(B)

i.e., the set of all names thatt does not map to⊥ or >. In the example,provided(t1) =
{a, b}.
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Definition 7 Therequirednames,required: T → 2N , of a traitt are:

required(t) def= selfSends(t) \ provided(t)

In the example (2),required(t1) = ∅, since{b} \ {a, b} = ∅. In contrast, if we have a trait
t′ = {a 7→ m1}, thenrequired(t′) = {b} sinceb is sent toself but not provided.

Notice that the required names of a trait do not considersuper-sends. This is because
traits, like mixins, do not bindsuper. When we compose classes from traits, we will
takesuper-sends into account when we ascertain whether the class is well-founded (cf.
Definition 19).

Since traits contain only methods, they cannot specify any state, nor can they access
state directly. Trait methods can access stateindirectly, using required methods that are
ultimately provided by accessors (getter and setter methods) in a class that uses the trait.

4.3 Composing Classes from Traits

Trait composition does not subsume single inheritance; trait composition and inheritance
are complementary. Whereas inheritance is used to derive one class from another, traits
are used to achieve structure and reusabilitywithin a class definition. We summarize this
relationship with the “equation”

Class= Superclass+ State+ Traits+ Glue methods

This means that a class is derived from a superclass by adding the necessary attributes
(state variables), using a set of traits, and implementing the glue methods that connect the
traits together and serve as accessors for the attributes. For a class to becomplete, all the
requirements of the traits must be satisfied,i.e., methods with the appropriate names must
be provided. These methods can be implemented in the class itself, in a direct or indirect
superclass, or in another trait that is used by the class.

Whereas an ordinary class has the form〈α, d〉·c′, a class composed from traits has the
form

〈α, d � t〉·c′

wheret is a trait, andd is a method dictionary that may extend and overridet. In general,
t can be acomposition clause, an expression that specifies the sum of several traits, and
possibly aliases or excludes selected methods. The glue we refer to consists precisely of
the overriding, aliasing and exclusion operations.

Definition 8 The sumof two traits is formed by taking the union of the non-conflicting
methods and disabling the conflicting methods. For traitst1 andt2, we define their sum
(t1 + t2) : N → B? as follows:

(t1 + t2)(l)
def= t1(l) t t2(l)

For example:

{a 7→ m1, b 7→ m2, c 7→ m3}+ {a 7→ m1, b 7→ m4} = {a 7→ m1, b 7→ >, c 7→ m3}

Proposition 1 Trait sum is associative and commutative.

PROOF. Immediate from the definition, since thejoin operatort is associative and com-
mutative.
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Because trait sum is commutative, conflicts must be resolved explicitly (cf. Section 4.5).
Note that equal methods do not conflict, so in the previous example there is no conflict for
a.

Definition 9 A method dictionaryd may overridesome of the methods in a traitt. We
defined � t : N → B? as follows:

(d � t)(l) def=
{

t(l) if d(l) = ⊥
d(l) otherwise

Overriding is the key mechanism for resolving conflicts. Note thatd � t is, in general, a
trait, not a method dictionary. However, even ift contains conflicts, we can always choose
d so thatd � t will be conflict-free. For example,

{b 7→ m2}� {a 7→ m1, b 7→ >, c 7→ m3} = {a 7→ m1, b 7→ m2, c 7→ m3}

In class definitions of the form〈α, d � t〉·c′, d will typically be used to resolve conflicts
in t, and to provide any missing methods required byt. For the moment, we will assume
that a class formed in this way iswell-defined, and defer a discussion of what this means
to Section 4.6.
The flattening property. An important property follows from the way that classes are
constructed from traits. Ifc = 〈α, d � t〉·c′ is well-defined (cf. Section 4.6), and, in
particular, ifd′ = d � t is conflict-free, thenc can clearly beflattenedto an equivalent
definition c = 〈α, d′〉·c′ that does not make use of traits. In other words, in any class
defined using traits, thetraits can be inlinedto give an equivalent class definition that does
not use traits.

As a consequence, traits and classes have the following properties.

—Methods defined in the class take precedence over methods provided by a trait.This
follows from the fact that the methods in the method dictionaryd of the class override
those provided byt in d � t.

—Trait methods take precedence over superclass methods.This follows from the flattening
property. Since,〈α, d � t〉·c′ can beflattenedto 〈α, d′〉·c′, trait methods behave as if
they were implemented in the class itself.

—The keywordsuper has no special semantics for traits; it simply causes the method
lookup to be started in the superclass of the class thatusesthe trait.

Note that the flattening property expresses only that the use of traits can be flattened
within a class definition. It doesnotstate that inheritance between classes can be flattened.
In general inheritance hierarchies can berefactored, but not flattened. Later, in Section 4.7,
we will consider when classes that have been refactored using traits are equivalent.

Running Example.Suppose that we want to implement a library that provides streams
which may be readable, writeable, both readable and writeable, or synchronized. For clar-
ity, trait names start with the letterT, and class names do not. Weitalicize required meth-
ods andemboldenglue methods. Because traits have been implemented in the Smalltalk
dialect Squeak [Ingalls et al. 1997], we present the code in Smalltalk. Note that in the
following examples (as in the other examples shown in this paper), we do not address the
question of whether the composition of traits is well-behaved, but simply whether it is
well-formed (i.e., whether it will compile).
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on:
atEnd
atStart
setToEnd
setToStart
nextPosition
maxPosition
minPosition
next

collection
collection:
position
position:

TReadStream

Fig. 10. The traitTReadStream with provided and required methods

ReadStream
initialize
collection
collection:
position
position:

on:
atEnd
atStart
setToEnd
setToStart
nextPosition
maxPosition
minPosition
next

collection
collection:
position
position:

fulfilled byTReadStream

Fig. 11. The classReadStream composed from the traitTReadStream

The basic idea is to build the stream classes in a class library from elementary traits
such asTReadStream, TWriteStream andTSynchronize. We introduce a minor extension
to UML to present traits graphically, as seen in Figure 10. The left column lists the pro-
vided methods ofTReadStream and the right column lists the required methods. The code
implementing this trait is shown below. Required methods (shown initalics) are flagged
by the use of the method bodyself requirement.

As illustrated in Figure 11 and the corresponding Smalltalk code in Figure 12, we cre-
ate the classReadStream by using the traitTReadStream, which is parameterized by the
required methodscollection, collection:, position, andposition:. To be complete, the class
ReadStream has to fulfill these requirements by providing corresponding glue methods. In
the example, the methodscollection, position, andposition: are implemented as accessors
to two instance variablescollection andposition, while the methodcollection: both enables
a stream to adopt a new collection, and ensures that the stream is correctly positioned at its
start.ReadStream also implements a method for initializing the instance variables.
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Trait named: #TReadStream uses: {}

atStart collection: aCollection
↑ self position = self minPosition. self requirement.

atEnd collection
↑ self position >= self maxPosition. self requirement.

setToEnd position: aNumber
self position: self maxPosition. self requirement.

setToStart position
self position: self minPosition. self requirement.

maxPosition minPosition
↑ self collection size. ↑ 0.

on: aCollection nextPosition
self collection: aCollection. self position: self position + 1.
self setToStart. ↑ self position.

next
↑ self atEnd

ifTrue: [nil]
ifFalse: [self collection at: self nextPosition].

Object subclass: #ReadStream
instanceVariableNames: ’position collection’
uses: TReadStream

initialize
self collection: String new

position position: aNumber
↑ position. position : = aNumber.

collection collection: aCollection
↑ collection collection : = aCollection.

Fig. 12. Smalltalk implementation of the classReadStream and the traitTReadStream

4.4 Composite Traits

In the same way that classes are composed from traits, traits can be composed from other
traits. Unlike classes, most traits are not complete, which means that they do not define
all the methods that are required by their subtraits. Unsatisfied requirements of subtraits
simply become required methods of the composite trait. Here too, the composition order is
not important, and methods defined in a composite trait take precedence over the methods
of its subtraits.

Definition 10 A composite traitis a trait expression of the formd � t, whered ∈ D
andt is a composition clause (trait expression) using only trait sum (+), aliasing (→) and
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next
on:

atEnd
collection
position

TReadStream

atEnd
atStart
setToEnd
setToStart
nextPosition
maxPosition
minPosition

collection
collection:
position
position:

flattened to

on:
atEnd
atStart
setToEnd
setToStart
nextPosition
maxPosition
minPosition
next

collection
collection:
position
position:

TReadStream

fulfilled by

nextPut:
on:

atEnd
collection
position

TWriteStream

atEnd
atStart
setToEnd
setToStart
nextPosition
maxPosition
minPosition

collection
collection:
position
position:

on:
atEnd
atStart
setToEnd
setToStart
nextPosition
maxPosition
minPosition
nextPut:

collection
collection:
position
position:

TWriteStream

fulfilled by

TPositionableStream TPositionableStream

Fig. 13. TReadStream andTWriteStream as composite traits

exclusion (−) operators (cf. Section 4.5).

Even in the case of multiple levels of composition, the flattening property remains valid.
The semantics of a method do not depend on whether it is defined in a trait or in entities
that use the trait (cf. Section 5.2).
Example. Since the traitsTReadStream andTWriteStream contain several identical meth-
ods, we factor out the duplicated behavior into a new traitTPositionableStream, which
provides the functionality to manipulate a position over a collection. As illustrated in Fig-
ure 13, the traitsTReadStream andTWriteStream can then be expressed in terms of the
trait TPositionableStream.

The implementation ofTPositionableStream is identical to the implementation ofTRead-
Stream (cf. Figure 12) without the methodsnext andon:. Figure 14 shows the implemen-
tation of the traitsTReadStream and TWriteStream, which both use the traitTPosition-
ableStream. The traitTReadStream overrides the methodson: andnext, which position
the stream to the beginning of the given collection and read the next element. Similarly,
the traitTWriteStream overrides the methodson: andnextPut:, which position the stream
to the end of the given collection and append an element.

Note that the unfulfilled requirements ofTPositionableStream are propagated to the traits
TReadStream andTWriteStream, respectively. This means that the traitsTReadStream
andTWriteStream are also parameterized by the required methodscollection, collection:,
position, andposition:.
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Trait named: #TReadStream uses: TPositionableStream

on: aCollection
self collection: aCollection.
self setToStart.

next
↑ self atEnd

ifTrue: [nil]
ifFalse: [self collection at: self nextPosition].

Trait named: #TWriteStream uses: TPositionableStream

on: aCollection
self collection: aCollection.
self setToEnd.

nextPut: anElement
↑ self atEnd

ifTrue: [self error: ’no space’]
ifFalse: [self collection at: self nextPosition put: anElement].

Fig. 14. Implementation of the composite traitsTReadStream andTWriteStream

4.5 Conflict Resolution

A conflict arises if and only if we compose two traits that provide identically named meth-
ods with different bodies.5 In particular, this means that if thesamemethod is obtained
more than once via different paths, there is no conflict (cf. Definition 8 and Section 5.2).

Method conflicts must be resolved explicitly by defining an overriding method in the
class or in the composite trait, or by means of exclusion in the composition clause. This
guarantees that the conflict can be resolved only on the level of the composite, but not by
another subtrait that happens to provide a method with the same name.

To provide a way for an overriding method to access a conflicting method, and thereby
avoid code duplication, traits supportaliasing. Aliases allow the programmer to make
a trait method available under another name, and are very useful if the original name is
excluded by a conflict.

Definition 11 Aliasing introduces an additional name for an existing method:

t[a→b](l) def=

 t(l) if l 6= a
t(b) if l = a andt(a) = ⊥
> otherwise

For example:

{a 7→ m1, b 7→ m2}[c→b] = {a 7→ m1, b 7→ m2, c 7→ m2}

5In the Squeak implementation bodies are considered to be different if they originate from different traits—other
strategies could also be adopted, such as comparing the source code, or the bytecode.
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fulfilled by

next readNext
acquireLock
releaseLock

TSyncReadStream
ReadWriteStream

collection:
collection
position
position:

TSynchronize
acquireLock
releaseLock
initialize

semaphore
semaphore:

on:
atEnd
atStart
setToEnd
setToStart
nextPosition
maxPosition
minPosition
next       readNext

collection
collection:
position
position:

conflict

TReadStream

next
on:

collection
position

TReadStream

atEnd
atStart
setToEnd
setToStart
nextPosition
maxPosition
minPosition

TPositionableStream
collection
collection:
position
position:

nextPut:
on:

collection
position

TWriteStream

atEnd
atStart
setToEnd
setToStart
nextPosition
maxPosition
minPosition

TPositionableStream
collection
collection:
position
position:

fulfilled by

Fig. 15. Compositions with aliases and conflicts

Note that{a 7→ m1, b 7→ m2}[a→b] = {a 7→ >, b 7→ m2}, which expresses that an
attempt to alias a method name that is already bound will introduce a conflict.

Aliases are discussed further in Section 5.2.
In addition to overriding and aliasing, trait composition also supportexclusion, which

allows a programmer to exclude methods that would otherwise be provided by a trait, and
thus to avoid a conflict before it occurs.

Definition 12 Exclusionremoves a method from a trait:

(t− a)(l) def=
{
⊥ if a = l
t(l) otherwise

For example:

{a 7→ m1, b 7→ >} − b = {a 7→ m1}

Example. As a concrete example for the use of aliases, consider the traitTSyncRead-
Stream in Figure 15 (left). This trait represents a synchronized read stream, and it is con-
structed as the composition of the traitsTSynchronize andTReadStream. To ensure that
element access is properly synchronized, theTSyncReadStream redefines thenext method
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Trait named: #TSynchronize uses: {}

acquireLock semaphore
self semaphore wait. self requirement.

initialize semaphore: aSemaphore
self semaphore: Semaphore new. self requirement.
self releaseLock.

releaseLock
self semaphore signal.

Trait named: #TSyncReadStream uses: TSynchronize + (TReadStream @ {#readNext -> #next})

next
| read |
self acquireLock.
read : = self readNext.
self releaseLock.
↑ read.

Fig. 16. Implementation of the traitsTSynchronize andTSyncReadStream

provided by the traitTReadStream. Since this redefinition needs to invoke the original
next method provided by the traitTReadStream, we create an alias that makes the original
methodTReadStream>>next available under the new namereadNext.

Figure 16 shows the actual implementation of the traitsTSyncReadStream andTSyn-
chronize. (The implementation ofTReadStream is shown in Figure 14.) The implementa-
tion of traitTSynchronize is straightforward; it provides the methodsacquireLock, release-
Lock, andinitialize, while it requires the methodssemaphore: andsemaphore.

The implementation of traitTSyncReadStream is more interesting. In the composition
clause ofTSyncReadStream, we first use the operator@ to create the aliasreadNext for
the methodnext provided byTReadStream, and then we use the operator+ to compose
the aliased trait with the traitTSynchronize. The methodnext is then overridden inTSync-
ReadStream so that it acquires a lock, calls the original method via the alias, and then
releases the lock. Note thatTSyncReadStream does not satisfy the requirements of the
traitsTReadStream andTSynchronize, which means that they are propagated and become
requirements ofTSyncReadStream itself.

As an example of a conflict, consider the classReadWriteStream shown in Figure 15
(right). This class is built from the two traitsTReadStream andTWriteStream, which each
provide their own version of the methodon:. This results in a conflict that may be resolved
by excluding one of the conflicting methods or by overriding it in the composite class.
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In our example, we avoid the conflict by excluding the methodTReadStream>>on:,
which means that the methodTWriteStream>>on: will be included in the composite. The
corresponding composition clause uses the exclusion operator:

Stream subclass: #ReadWriteStream
uses: (TReadStream − {#on:}) + TWriteStream

As shown in Figure 13, the traitsTReadStream andTWriteStream are both composed
from the traitTPositionableStream. Thus, all methods originating fromTPositionableStream
areidentical in both traits and do not create conflict (cf. Definition 8).

4.6 Well-definedness

We have deferred a discussion of when a class built from traits is well-defined. We will
now make that notion precise. In particular, we will define what it means for a class to be
valid and well-founded.

Definition 13 Thedictionaryof a classc, dict(c), is the� composition of the (flattened)
method dictionaries in its inheritance chain:

dict(c) def=
{
{} if c = nil
d � dict(c′) if c = 〈α, d〉·c′

Note that thedictionaryof a classc is not necessarily a (conflict-free)method dictionary:
if c is composed from traits,i.e., c = 〈α, d � t〉·c′, thend � t is not necessarily a (conflict-
free) method dictionary inD, anddict(c) might contain conflicts. We therefore need the
following definition to tell us when a class composed from traits isvalid:

Definition 14 A classc is valid if conflicts(dict(c)) = ∅.

Definition 15 Themethod lookup, c � a, of a method namea in a classc is:

c � a
def= dict(c)(a)

Definition 16 Theprovidednames,provided: C → 2N , of a classc are:

provided(c) def= {l ∈ N | c � l ∈ B}

i.e., the set of all names thatdict(c) does not map to⊥ or>.

Definition 17 The increment, delta(c), of a classc, is:

delta(c) def=
{
{} if c = nil
d if c = 〈α, d〉·c′

Definition 18 Thesuperclass, super(c), of c is:

super(c) def=
{

nil if c = nil
c′ if c = 〈α, d〉·c′

Definition 19 A classc is well-foundedif and only if all super-sends in its inheritance
chain are bound,i.e., if superSends(delta(c)) ⊆ provided(super(c)) andsuper(c) is well-
founded.nil is well-founded by convention.
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ReadWriteStream

next

ReadStream

next

WriteStream

nextPut:
position:

Stream

position
position:

duplicated

Fig. 17. Code duplication in the SmalltalkStream hierarchy
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TReadStream

ReadStream'
 
 TReadStream

WriteStream'
 

 

TWriteStream

Stream'

position
position:

Fig. 18. The SmalltalkStream hierarchy refactored using traits

For a particular programming language, a class that is not well-founded may generate
run-time errors or compile-time errors, depending on the philosophy of its designers.

Definition 20 A classc is well-definedif c is valid and well-founded.

Now we can state theflattening propertymore precisely:

Proposition 2 If c = 〈α, d � t〉·c′ is well-defined andd′ = d � t, thenc = 〈α, d′〉·c′ is an
equivalent, flattened definition ofc.

PROOF. Follows trivially from definitions 13 and 14. Sincec is well-defined, it is valid,
and henced′ � dict(c′) is conflict-free, so〈α, d′〉·c′ is an equivalent, valid class defini-
tion.

4.7 Refactoring, Reachability and Equivalence

The flattening property helps us to ensure that the semantics of a class do not change
when it is rewritten as a composition of traits. But it is inadequate for reasoning about
the equivalence of classes when an entire class hierarchy is refactored. The reason for this
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is that flattening says nothing about which methods are reachable through the inheritance
chain of the class by means ofself- andsuper-sends.

Consider, for example, the class hierarchy in Figure 17. We can represent this formally
as follows (eliding the trailingnil):

Stream = 〈α, {position 7→ mposition, position: 7→ mposition:}〉
ReadStream = 〈β, {next 7→ mnext}〉·Stream
WriteStream = 〈γ, {nextPut: 7→ mnextPut:, position: 7→ mposition:′}〉·Stream

ReadWriteStream = 〈β, {next 7→ mnext}〉·WriteStream
selfSends(mnext) = {position}

selfSends(mnextPut:) = {position, position:}
selfSends(m) = {} for all other values ofm

superSends(mposition:′) = {position:}
superSends(m) = {} for all other values ofm

One problem with this hierarchy is that the methodnext 7→ mnext is duplicated: it is im-
plemented in both the classReadStream andReadWriteStream. We avoid this duplication
by refactoring this hierarchy with traits as shown in Figure 18. In the refactored hierar-
chy, the classesReadStream′, WriteStream′, andReadWriteStream′ are direct subclasses
of the classStream′, while the actual read and write behavior is factored out into two traits
TReadStream andTWriteStream.

Formally, the new hierarchy is expressed as:

TReadStream = {next 7→ mnext}
TWriteStream = {nextPut: 7→ mnextPut:, position: 7→ mposition:′}
ReadStream′ = 〈β, TReadStream〉·Stream
WriteStream′ = 〈γ, TWriteStream〉·Stream

ReadWriteStream′ = 〈β ∪ γ, TReadStream + TWriteStream〉·Stream

But how do we know that this new hierarchy really preserves the semantics of these
classes? In general, we must consider not only the mapping from provided method names
to method bodies, but also methods that may be reached bysuper-sends from those method
bodies, methods that may be reached bysuper-sends from those methods, and so on. We
therefore introduce the notationc↑a1a2...an = 〈m, c′〉 to mean that it is possible for the
method body bound toa1 in classc to perform asuper-send toa2, and for the method body
bound toa2 in this context to perform asuper-send, and so on, until eventuallyan can be
super-sent. If this occurs, thenan will be bound to method bodym obtained fromc′.

Definition 21 c↑ā, wherec ∈ C andā ∈ N+, is defined recursively, as follows:

nil↑a def= 〈⊥, nil〉

c↑a def=
{
〈m, c〉 if m = delta(c)(a) ∈ B
super(c)↑a otherwise

c↑āb
def=

{
super(c′)↑b if c↑ā = 〈m, c′〉 andb ∈ superSends(m)
〈⊥, nil〉 otherwise

For example,

ReadWriteStream↑position: = 〈mposition:′ , WriteStream〉
ReadWriteStream↑position: position: = 〈mposition:, Stream〉
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For convenience, we also introduce the notationc�ā, which returns just the method body
reachable bȳa without its class.

Definition 22 A method bodym ∈ B is reachablefrom classc, if ∃ā ∈ N+ such that
m = c�ā, where

c�ā
def= m, where∃c′ such thatc↑ā = 〈m, c′〉

For example:

ReadWriteStream�position: = mposition:′

ReadWriteStream�position: position: = mposition:

As expected, method bodies reachable without anysuper-sends correspond precisely to
method lookups:

Proposition 3 For any classc and any single messagea, c�a = c � a

PROOF. By induction on the depth of the inheritance hierarchy.
For the base case,c = nil, we trivially have∀a, nil�a = ⊥ = nil � a.
Now considerc = 〈α, d〉·c′
a) Supposed(a) = m ∈ B. Thenc�a = m = c � a.
b) Supposed(a) = ⊥. Then, by definition,c�a = c′�a. Similarly c � a = c′ � a. But

by induction, we havec′�a = c′ � a, hencec�a = c � a

Definition 23 The reachability set of a classc, is:

reachable(c) def= {〈ā, c�ā〉 | ā ∈ N+, c�ā 6= ⊥}

This precisely expresses which method bodies are reachable by means ofself- andsuper-
sends through the public methods of a class. For example:

reachable(ReadStream) = { 〈position,mposition〉, 〈position:,mposition:〉,
〈next,mnext〉 }

reachable(ReadWriteStream) = { 〈position,mposition〉, 〈position:,mposition:′〉,
〈position:position:,mposition:〉,
〈next,mnext〉, 〈nextPut:,mnextPut:〉 }

Two classes are equivalent if exactly the same method bodies are reachable by the same
super-send chains.

Definition 24 A classc is equivalentto a classc′, c ≡ c′, iff:

reachable(c) = reachable(c′)

(Note that≡ is trivially reflexive, symmetric and transitive, so is, in fact, an equivalence.)

Proposition 4 c ≡ c′ ⇒ provided(c) = provided(c′)

PROOF. a ∈ provided(c) ⇒ c � a ∈ B ⇒ c�a ∈ B ⇒ 〈a, c�a〉 ∈ reachable(c) ⇒
〈a, c�a〉 ∈ reachable(c′) ⇒ . . . ⇒ a ∈ provided(c′)
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In the example, it is now straightforward to show thatReadStream ≡ ReadStream′, and
so on.

Finally, we would like to know which classes are abstract and which are concrete. To
determine this, we must establish the set of allself-sends in the reachable method bodies,
and check if these methods are actually provided. Those that are missing are required.

Definition 25 The set ofself-sends,selfSends(c), of a classc is:

selfSends(c) def=
⋃
{selfSends(m) | ∃ā, 〈ā,m〉 ∈ reachable(c)}

For example,selfSends(ReadWriteStream) = {position, position:}.

Definition 26 The set ofrequirednames,required(c), of a classc is:

required(c) def= selfSends(c) \ provided(c)

Definition 27 A class,c ∈ C, is concreteif required(c) = ∅. A class that is not concrete
is abstract.

In particular,ReadWriteStream is concrete since

selfSends(ReadWriteStream) ⊂ provided(ReadWriteStream)

sorequired(ReadWriteStream) = ∅.
Note that a class that is built-up from traits need not be concrete to be well-defined, so

it is also possible to compose abstract classes from traits.

5. DISCUSSION AND EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate traits with respect to the problems discussed in Section 2,
and we discuss some decisions that significantly influenced the design of traits and the
trait operations. Our main concerns are reusability and the understandability of programs
written using traits.

5.1 Evaluation Against the Identified Problems

In Section 2 we identified a set of problems that are associated with various forms of
inheritance. The design of traits was significantly influenced by the desire to solve these
problems. In the following, we present a point by point evaluation of the results.

Duplicated Features.Duplicated code can easily be factored out into unique traits,
which may then be used to compose arbitrary classes, independent of their position in
the class hierarchy [Black et al. 2003].

Inappropriate Hierarchies.Trait composition enables the reuse of behavior in a way that
is complementary to single inheritance: with trait composition being the primary mecha-
nism for (fine-grained) code reuse, the inheritance hierarchy is freed to capture confor-
mance and conceptual relationships between classes. This means that the programmer
can avoid inappropriate inheritance hierarchies by moving reusable methods into traits and
apply them only to the classes where they are appropriate and actually needed.

This is illustrated in Figures 17 and 18, which show a part of the Smalltalk stream hierar-
chy constructed using single inheritance and traits, respectively. The traditional hierarchy
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without traits (Figure 17) does not correctly model the conceptual relationship between
the stream classes: the classReadWriteStream is related toWriteStream but not toRead-
Stream. Furthermore, this hierarchy involves code duplication. Both of these problems are
avoided in the hierarchy based on traits (Figure 18). This hierarchy maximizes code reuse
and is conceptually consistent.

Duplicated Wrappers.Generic wrappers, such as the synchronization wrappers dis-
cussed in Section 2.1, can be expressed easily with traits. In fact, the solution shown
at the right side of Figure 1 would work ifSyncReadWrite were a trait, sincesuper in a
trait refers to the superclass of the class that will actually use that trait. IfSyncA is de-
fined to be a subclass ofA andSyncB a subclass ofB, and both subclasses use the trait
SyncReadWrite, thesuper-send in the trait’sread andwrite: methods will be bound to the
respective superclassesA andB when the classesSyncA andSyncB are composed. Other
kinds of generic wrappers can be defined in much the same way.

Conflicting Features.Traits avoid state conflicts entirely, because traits cannot define
state. Method conflicts may be resolved either by explicitly excluding one of the conflicting
methods from the composition, or by overriding the conflict in the composite entity. In
general, fewer conflicts arise with traits than with multiple inheritance, because in our
experience traits tend to remain lean, focussing on a small set of collaborating features.

Lack of Control and Dispersal of Glue Code.One of the most significant differences
between traits and mixins is that trait sum is associative and commutative, so the order-
ing of the composition is irrelevant. As a consequence, the composite entity is always
in full control of the composition: for each conflicting feature, the composite entity can
independentlychoose which trait should take precedence or how the available implemen-
tations should be composed. This avoids the need for intermediate “glue components” that
are spread over the inheritance hierarchy. Instead, the glue code is always located in the
composing entity, reflecting the idea that the composing entity is in complete control of
plugging together the components that implement its aspects. This property nicely sep-
arates the glue code from the code that implements the different aspects, and it makes a
class easy to understand, even if it is composed from many different parts.

As an illustration, reconsider the example discussed in Section 3.1, where we want to
create a new classMyRectangle based on the classRectangle and two components adding
color and a border. With traits, this is done by putting the color and border behavior into
two traitsTColor andTBorder and then defining the new classMyRectangle as a subclass
of Rectangle that uses these traits. Because the features of the traits are unordered and
fully accessible from within the composite classMyRectangle, all the glue code neces-
sary to resolve conflicts and obtain the intended behavior can be defined within the class
MyRectangle.

Note that although trait composition is unordered, it can be productively combined with
inheritance to obtain a large variety of different partially ordered compositions. The basic
idea is that if we want a classC to use two traitsT1 andT2 in that order, we first introduce
a superclassC′ that usesT1, and then we defineC to inherit fromC′ and useT2. This has
the consequence that the methods inT2 override the methods inT1. This strategy proved
itself in practice when we refactored the Smalltalk collection hierarchy (see Section 7).

Fragile Hierarchies.Any hierarchical approach to composing software is bound to be
fragile with respect to certain kinds of change: if a feature that is used by many clients
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changes, the change will clearly affect all the clients. The important questions are: how
severely will the change affect the features and the correctness of direct and indirect
clients? Do we need to change implementations, or only glue code? Will there be a
ripple-effect throughout the entire hierarchy due to apparently innocuous changes? Are
there changes that implicitly change the behavior of direct or indirect clients in unexpected
ways?

Extending a trait so that it provides additional methods may well affect clients by intro-
ducing a new conflict. However, the design of trait composition (chiefly the commutativity
of composition and explicit conflict resolution) means such changes cannot lead to implicit
and unexpected changes in the behavior of direct or indirect clients. Furthermore, a direct
client can generally resolve a conflict without changing or introducing any other traits, so
no ripple effect will occur. For example, if a new method is added, a direct client can
always reestablish its original behavior by excluding the newly added method. Neither
additional traits, nor additional methods, nor changes to existing methods will be needed.
In contrast, adding a new method to a mixin may require introducing new glue mixins as
well as glue methods in the composite entity in order to reestablish the original behavior
(see Section 2.2).

Traits also avoid the fragility problem we identified in multiple inheritance languages
such as C++ and Eiffel, where methods become cluttered with navigational glue code when
a programmer resolves an ambiguity by explicitly naming the class that provides a certain
method. With traits, conflicting features are accessed by aliases, which are defined in the
composition clause and can be called like regular methods. By avoiding tangled class
references in the source code, this approach leads to hierarchies that are more robust and
easier to understand.

5.2 Design Decisions

Traits were designed with other models of classes and inheritance in mind: we tried to
combine their advantages, while avoiding their disadvantages. Here, we discuss the most
important design decisions.

Untangling Reusability and Classes.Although they are inspired by mixins, traits are
a new concept because they are composed using a set of distinct composition operators
rather than by single inheritance, and because they cannot define state. Like mixins, they
are finer-grained units of reuse than classes and are not tied to a specific place in the inheri-
tance hierarchy. We believe that these two properties improve code reuse and enable better
conceptual modeling. Fine-grained reuse is important because the gulf that lies between
entire classes and individual methods is too wide.

Traits allow classes to be built by composing reusable behaviors rather than by imple-
menting a large and unstructured set of methods. But, unlike mixins composition, trait
composition is unordered; this agrees with the unordered nature of the methods in a class.

Single Inheritance and the Flattening Property.Instead of replacing single inheritance,
we decided to keep this familiar concept and extend it with the concept of trait composition.
These two concepts are similar but complementary and work together nicely.

Single inheritance allows one to reuse all the features (i.e., methods and attributes) that
are available in a class. If a class can inherit from only a single superclass, inheriting
state does not cause complications and a simple keyword (e.g., super) is enough to access
overridden methods. This form of access to inherited features is very convenient, but it
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also assigns semantics to the place of a method in the inheritance hierarchy. Therefore, it
is generally not possible to understand a class hierarchy without knowing in which class a
certain method is implemented.

Traits operate at a finer granularity than inheritance; they are typically used to modu-
larize the behaviorwithin a class. As such, traits are designed to capture behavior but not
state. In addition, trait composition attributes no semantic significance to the place where
a method is defined, with the result that traits enjoy the flattening property.

In combination with single inheritance, traits and the flattening property provide a smooth
migration path for single inheritance languages. Given appropriate tool support (see Sec-
tion 6.2), a system based on traits not only allows one to write and execute traditional single
inheritance code, but even if there are hundreds of deeply composed traits, the user can still
view and editthe classes in the same way as if the system were implemented without using
traits at all.

Aliasing. Many multiple inheritance implementations provide access to overridden fea-
tures by requiring the programmer to explicitly name the defining superclass in the source
code. C++ provides the scope operator (::) [Stroustrup 1997], whereas Eiffel provides the
keywordPrecursor [Meyer 1997]. With traits, we chose method aliasing in preference to
placing named trait references in method bodies to avoid the following problems.

—Named trait references contradict the flattening property, because they prevent the cre-
ation of a semantically consistent flattened view without adapting these references in the
method bodies.

—Named trait references cause aspects of the trait structure to be hard-coded in the meth-
ods that use the the traits. This means that changing the trait structure, or simply moving
methods from one trait to another, potentially invalidates many methods.

—Named trait references would require an extension of the syntax of the underlying single
inheritance language.

Method aliasing avoids all of these problems. It works with the flattening property
because the flattening process can simply introduce a new name for the aliased method
body.

Although there are some similarities between aliasing and method renaming as provided
by Eiffel, there are also essential differences. Defining an aliasy for a methodx in the trait
T just establishes an alternative namey without affecting the original one. In particular, all
references to the original namex in the used traitT remain unchanged (i.e., they still refer
to the original namex). In contrast, when a methodx is renamed toy in an Eiffel classC,
the original method namex becomes undefined, and all the references tox in the classC
are changed so that they conceptually refer to the new method namey.

While renaming violates the flattening property, it has the advantage that it completely
frees the old namex as if it were never used inC (see the discussion of unintended name
clashed below). Furthermore, renaming works well with recursive methods, where aliasing
is not really adequate.

Unintended Name Clashes.With traits, as with any other name-based approach to com-
posing software features, unintentional naming conflicts may arise. For example, consider
a Java class that should implement two interfaces, but where each of these interfaces spec-
ifies a method with precisely the same name (and signature), and yet with different seman-
tics. The same problem also appears in many mixin approaches such as Strongtalk [Bak
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et al. 2002] and JAM [Ancona et al. 2000]: if two mixins provide or require two seman-
tically different methods that happen to have the same name, they cannot easily be com-
posed.

At present, traits offer no real solution to this problem — when two traits are composed,
it may be that each requires a semantically different method that happens to have the same
name. Unlike Eiffel’s renaming, aliases alleviate the problem only to a small extent. In
our view, a complete solution requires good refactoring tools, or, preferably, a flexible
encapsulation mechanism [Schärli et al. 2004].

Conflict Resolution Strategies.Although traits are based on single inheritance, a form
of diamond problem may arise when features from the same trait are obtained multiple
times via different paths. For example, consider the traitReadWriteStream (Figure 15),
which uses two traitsTWriteStream and TReadStream, which in turn both use the trait
TPositionableStream (Figure 13).

Since traits contain no state, the most nefarious diamond problem does not arise. Never-
theless, in our example, a methodatEnd provided byTPositionableStream will be obtained
by ReadWriteStream twice. The key language design question is: should this be consid-
ered a conflict?

As established in Definition 8, there is no conflict if thesamemethod is obtained more
than once via different paths. This “same-operation exception”, as it is called by Sny-
der [Snyder 1986], has the advantage of having a simple, intuitive semantics, but it can
lead to surprises if the underlying traits are changed. Suppose that traitTReadStream is
re-implemented so that it no longer usesTPositionableStream but still supports the same
behavior (e.g., the methodTPositionableStream>>atEnd is re-implemented in the trait
TReadStream). This causes a conflict because traitReadWriteStream now obtains two
differentmethodsatEnd. Thus, what may have appeared to be a strictly internal change to
trait TReadStream becomes visible to one of its clients.

Although it may seem that this situation will lead to fragile hierarchies, we argue that
it does not. WhenTReadStream re-implementsatEnd, it is changing what it provides to
its clients in a way that is less severe, but just as significant, as when it adds or removes
methods. Any of these changes may introduce a naming conflict. But the resulting conflict
is a purelylocal matter, that is, it can be corrected by thedirect clientsof TReadStream
alone. ReadWriteStream can easily resolve the resulting conflict by excluding oneatEnd
or the other.

Let us examine two alternatives to our current rule. One alternative is forReadWrite-
Stream to “automatically” obtain either oneatEnd or the other, as happens with linearly-
ordered mixins. The problem with this is that the change toTReadStream would give
the programmer no feedback, even though the semantics ofReadWriteStream might have
changed.

The alternative suggested by Snyder is to abandon the “same-operation exception”, and
announce a conflict even if the same method is obtained multiple times [Snyder 1986]. In
our example, this means that there would already be a conflict in the original scenario,
and that the programmer would have toarbitrarily decide which of the twoatEnd methods
should be available inReadWriteStream. We argue that this is more dangerous, because
a later change to theatEnd provided by eitherTWriteStream or TReadStream will not
be signalled as having a possible consequence onReadWriteStream. With the current
approach, the conflict is signalled at precisely the point in time at which it arises, which is
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Document

MLogOpenClose<Document>

MSyncReadWrite<MLogOpenClose<Document>>

MyDocument

Fig. 19. Using C++ templates to simulate mixin composition

Document

TLogOpenClose<Document> TSyncReadWrite<Document>

MyDocument

virtual virtual

Fig. 20. Using C++ templates and virtual base classes to simulate trait composition

when the programmer is able to adopt an informed resolution.

5.3 C++ Revisited

In the discussion above, we pointed out that traits emerged from the attempt to design a
composition mechanism that combines the beneficial properties of both multiple inheri-
tance and mixins. C++ is the only language we are aware of that allows the programmer
to express both of these composition mechanisms: it has native support for multiple in-
heritance, and it also allows one to express mixins by using templates (see Section 3.2).
This poses the interesting question whether it is possible to express a form of composition
similar to traits in C++ by combining multiple inheritance with templates.

It turns out that this is indeed possible. The trick is that instead of expressing the
reusable entities as generic classes and composing them into a linear inheritance hierar-
chy by template instantiation as suggested by VanHilst and Notkin [VanHilst and Notkin
1996a; 1996b] as well as by Smaragdakis and Batory [Smaragdakis and Batory 1998;
2000], we express them as classes with avirtual generic base class and then compose them
into aparallel hierarchy using multiple inheritance.

The conceptual difference between these two approaches is illustrated in Figures 19 and
20. Figure 19 shows how the classMyDocument is derived from the classDocument by a
nested instantiation of the templatesMLogOpenClose andMSyncReadWrite, which leads
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template <class Super>
class TLogOpenClose : virtual public Super {

public:
virtual void open() { . . . };
virtual void close() { . . . };
virtual void reset() { . . . };

protected:
virtual void log(String s) { . . . };

};

template <class Super>
class TSyncReadWrite : virtual public Super {

public:
virtual int read() { . . . };
virtual void write(int n) { . . . };
protected:
virtual void acquireLock() { . . . };
virtual void releaseLock() { . . . };

};

class MyDocument : public TLogOpenClose<Document>,
public TReadWriteSync<Document> {

. . . // glue methods
};

Fig. 21. ImplementingMyDocument as the composition of two “C++ traits”

to a linear hierarchy (cf. Section 3.2). In contrast, Figure 20 shows howMyDocument is
built from two templatesTLogOpenClose andTSyncReadWrite, which are both applied to
the classDocument and are then composed using multiple inheritance.

The implementation of the template-based traitsTSyncReadWrite andTLogOpenClose
is shown in Figure 21. This figure does not show the method bodies because they are
identical to the ones in the mixinsMSyncReadWrite (Figure 7) andMLogOpenClose (Fig-
ure 8) discussed in Section 3.2. In fact, the only difference between the mixins and the
corresponding traits is that the traits declare their generic base classes to be virtual.

Declaring the base class to be virtual is crucial as it would otherwise not be possible
to correctly compose the traits using multiple inheritance. This is because composing
these two traits means instantiating them with thesamebase classDocument and then
combining them using multiple inheritance. According to the semantics of virtual base
classes [Stroustrup 1997], the resulting diamond situation has the key properties known
from traits: the common base classDocument is inherited only once, and methods in the
traitsTLogOpenClose andTSyncReadWrite override methods inherited from the common
base classDocument, while they are overridden by methods in the common subclassMy-
Document. Furthermore, methods that are implemented by both traitsTLogOpenClose and
TSyncReadWrite result in a conflict that needs to be resolved in the subclassMyDocument.

C++ allows one to express composite traits by nesting the templates that represent traits.
As an example, we can write a new traitTLogAndSync as a template class that is param-
eterized bysuper and inherits from the virtual base classesTLogOpenClose andTRead-
WriteSync, which are both instantiated with the new parametersuper.
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template <class Super>
class TLogAndSync : virtual public TLogOpenClose<Super>,

virtual public TReadWriteSync<Super> {};

A difference between traits and their C++ approximation is the fact that C++ supports
only one of the three composition operators of traits: it can express trait sum (+) but not
alias (→) or exclusion (−). Whereas aliases can be simulated by disciplined use of the
scope modifier::, this is not the case for exclusion. This means that instead of excluding
one or more conflicting methods from a composition, C++ requires the programmer to
resolve every conflict by overriding the conflicting methods. While this may result in the
same runtime behavior, it is not equivalent from a compositional point of view. When
using exclusion, the introduction of a new conflicting method always leads to a conflict
that requires explicit resolution, for example by excluding the new method. This is not the
case for overriding in C++, where a newly occurring conflict is implicitly overridden by
the old conflict resolution code.

5.4 Traits as a General Composition Mechanism

Generalizing the above findings, we can say that C++ allows one to express trait-like com-
position by using a combination of nested templates and multiple inheritance with virtual
base classes. Likewise, CLOS allows one to simulate traits using explicit linearization and
meta programming. There are, however, enough differences between the traits model and
such simulations to make traits a general composition mechanism in their own right.

We first observe that although C++ does not support the complete set of trait composi-
tion features, expressing traits in C++ can be achieved only by using a quite sophisticated
combination of advanced language mechanisms such as nested templates and virtual base
classes. As a consequence, using traits in C++ not only requires one to have a deep under-
standing of these mechanisms, but it also requires a lot of coding discipline to achieve the
robustness benefits promised by the traits mechanism. As an example, the programmer has
to avoid using nested scope modifiers (e.g., Super::Super::reset()) to avoid fragility with
respect to (distant) changes in the class and trait hierarchies. Similarly, one has to factor
out all direct accesses to an overridden trait method into asingleaccessor method that is
then called from all the other methods that require access to the overridden functionality.
This avoids the fragility that arises if explicit calls to trait methods (e.g., TColor::rgb()) are
scattered throughout the source code of multiple methods.

The intrinsic complexity may be part of the reasons why this particular combination of
C++ mechanisms was, to the best of our knowledge, not previously identified and sug-
gested as a general composition idiom in C++. This is similar to template-based mixins in
C++, which were scientifically investigated and described by VanHilst and Notkin [Van-
Hilst and Notkin 1996b; 1996a] as well as by Smaragdakis and Batory [Smaragdakis and
Batory 1998; 2000] only after mixins were proposed as a fundamental composition mech-
anism by Moon [Moon 1986] and later analyzed by Bracha and Cook [Bracha and Cook
1990]. As noted by VanHilst [VanHilst and Notkin 1996b], templates were previously
used, for example in the C++ Standard Template Library (STL) [Musser and Saini 1996],
for genericity (i.e., writing data structures such as collections that can be used in the context
of different types), but not for role composition using inheritance.

Another reason for the relevance of traits as a general composition mechanism is the fact
that this form of composition cannot be expressed by any of the more recent object-oriented
languages such as Java, C#, Python, and Ruby.
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This is a strong indication that the C++ or CLOS approaches, which provide the pro-
grammer with an overwhelming array of mechanisms for feature composition, are not the
best way to go. The main problem is that there is just too much of a risk that the average
programmer will use and combine these mechanisms in an sub-optimal way, leading to
code that is fragile, hard to understand and difficult to maintain.

In contrast, traits stand for asinglecomposition mechanism that guarantees certain com-
position properties. By applying traits to a language such as Smalltalk, Java, or C#, we can
therefore get most of the compositional power known from C++, but without its drawbacks.

6. IMPLEMENTATION

Traits as described in this paper are fully implemented in Squeak [Ingalls et al. 1997], an
open-source dialect of Smalltalk. Our implementation consists of two parts: an extension
of the Smalltalk language and an extension of the programming tools.

6.1 Language Extension

To add traits to Squeak, we extended the implementation of classes to include an addi-
tional instance variable to contain the information in the composition clause. This variable
defines the traits used by the class, as well as any exclusions and aliases. In addition, we
introduced a representation for traits, which are essentially stripped-down classes that can
define neither state nor a superclass. When a classC uses a traitT, the method dictionary
of C is extended with an entry for all the methods inT that are not overridden byC. For an
alias, we add to the method dictionary a second entry that associates the new name with the
aliased method. Since compiled methods do not usually depend on the location at which
they are used, the bytecode for the method can be shared between the trait that defines the
method and all the classes and traits that use it. Methods that use the keywordsuper are an
exception; these methods store an explicit reference to the superclass in their literal table.
When a trait with such methods is applied to a class, these methods are copied into the
class, and the literal that refers to the superclass is modified appropriately. This copying
could be avoided by modifying the virtual machine to that it computessuper when needed,
rather than reading it from the literal table for the method.

In Smalltalk, classes are first-class objects; every class is an instance of a metaclass that
defines the shape and the behavior of its singleton instance [Goldberg and Robson 1983].
In our implementation, we support this concept by introducing the notion of aclasstrait; a
classtrait can be associated with every trait. To preserve metaclass compatibility [Graube
1989; Bouraqadi-Saadani et al. 1998; Ducasse et al. 2005], whenever a trait is used in
a class, the associated classtrait (if there is one) is automatically used in the metaclass.
Consequently, a trait with an associated classtrait can be used only by classes, whereas a
trait without a classtrait can be used by both classes and metaclasses.

When are classtraits necessary? Suppose that a traitT contains a method such as

T>>emptyCopy
↑ self class new: self size.

Clearly, this implies a requirement for a methodsize, that is, we know that whatever class
eventually usesT must provide a methodsize. It also implies aclass requirement for
the methodnew:, that is, whatever class eventually usesT, its metaclassmust provide
a methodnew:. If the primitive implementation ofnew: in Behavior is not appropriate,
the programmer might create a classtrait corresponding toT to contain a customizednew:
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method. WheneverT is applied to a class, this (anonymous) classtrait will be automatically
applied to the corresponding metaclass.

The treatment of classtraits by the traits browser is exactly parallel to the treatment of
metaclasses. A classtrait can be created simply by switching from the “instance” side of the
browser to the “class” side, and defining a method. Once a trait and a classtrait have been
linked in this way, whenever the trait is used by a class, the corresponding classtrait will
be used by the corresponding metaclass. No changes are necessary in the formal model to
accommodate classtraits; classtraits are simply ordinary traits that happen to be designed
for application to classes. Again, this is exactly parallel to the treatment of metaclasses in
Smalltalk; metaclasses are simply ordinary objects that happen to be instances of the class
Metaclass.

Because traits are simple and completely backwards compatible with single inheritance,
implementing traits in a reflective single inheritance language like Squeak is unproblem-
atic. The fact that traits cannot specify state is a major simplification. We avoid most of
the performance and space problems that occur with multiple inheritance, because these
problems are related to compiling methods without knowing the offsets of the instance
variables in the object [Dixon et al. 1989].

Our implementation never duplicates source code, and duplicates byte code only if it
includes sends tosuper. A program with traits therefore exhibits the same performance as
the corresponding single inheritance program in which all the methods provided by traits
are implemented directly in the classes that use those traits. This is especially remarkable
because our implementation did not introduce any changes to the Squeak virtual machine.
The only performance penalty results from the use of accessor methods, but such methods
are in any case widely used because they improve maintainability. Modern JIT compilers
routinely inline accessors, so we feel that requiring their use is now entirely justifiable.

6.2 Programming Tools

Besides introducing an extension to the language, our implementation also includes an ex-
tension of the programming tools,i.e., the Smalltalk browser. We now give a brief overview
of this extended browser; a more detailed description can be found in two companion pa-
pers [Scḧarli and Black 2003; Black and Schärli 2004].

For each class (and each trait), the browser shows the various traits from which it is com-
posed. The flattening property means that the browser can flatten this hierarchical struc-
ture at any level, while preserving the semantics of the classes. In addition, the browser
shows the programmer theprovidedandrequiredmethods, theoverriddenmethods, and
the glue methods, which specify how the class meets the requirements of its component
traits. These features allow the programmer to work with different views of the code. On
the one hand, the programmer can view and edit the code in a flattened view, where a class
consists of an unstructured set of methods and it does not matter whether the class is built
from traits or whether a method is defined in a trait or in the class itself. On the other hand,
the programmer can work in a composition view, which shows how the responsibilities
of the class are decomposed into several traits, and how these traits are glued together to
achieve the required behavior. This view is especially valuable because it allows a user to
understand a class by seeing which traits it uses and examining the glue methods.

As in standard Smalltalk, the browser supports incremental compilation. Whenever a
trait method is added, changed or deleted, all the users of that trait are immediately updated.
The modifications are also analyzed to update the set of required methods. If a modification
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causes a new conflict or an unspecified requirement anywhere in the system, the affected
classes and traits are automatically added to a “to do” list.

Our implementation features several tools that support the programmer in composing
traits and in generating the necessary glue code. Required methods that correspond to
instance variable accessors are generated on request. Assistance is also provided in elim-
inating conflicts. The programmer is presented with a list of alternative implementations:
choosing one of these implementations automatically generates the composition clause that
excludes the others, and thus eliminates the conflict in favor of the chosen method.

7. EXPERIENCE

We first validated the usability of traits by using them to refactor the Smalltalk collection
hierarchy, as implemented in version 3.2 of Squeak. In a second study, we used traits to
solve metaclass composition problems and to refactor the Smalltalk kernel (as implemented
in Squeak 3.6) by cleanly bootstrapping it with traits. In this section, we briefly summarize
the results of this work; interested readers are referred to two companion papers for more
detail [Black et al. 2003; Ducasse et al. 2005].

7.1 Refactoring the Smalltalk Collection Hierarchy

The core classes of the Smalltalk collection hierarchy have been improved over more than
20 years and are often considered a paradigmatic example of object-oriented program-
ming. Each kind of collection can be characterized by the properties of its instances, such
as whether they are explicitly ordered (e.g., Array), implicitly ordered (e.g., SortedCollec-
tion), or unordered (e.g., Set), whether they are extensible (e.g., Bag), or immutable (e.g.,
Interval), whether they are accessed by key (e.g., Dictionary) or index (e.g., OrderedCollec-
tion), and the operation used for element comparisons (e.g., object identity, equality or a
client-defined operator).

The problem is that single inheritance is not expressive enough to model such a diverse
set of related classes that share many different properties in various combinations. This
means that the implementors of the classes are forced to either duplicate code or to move
methods higher in the hierarchy than makes conceptual sense, and then to disable these
methods in the subclasses for which they are inappropriate [Cook 1992].

We solved these problems by creating traits for the different collection properties and
combining them to build the required collection classes. To achieve maximum flexibility,
we separated the properties specifying the implementation of a collection from the prop-
erties specifying the interface. This allowed us to freely combine different interfaces (e.g.,
“sorted-extensible interface” and “sorted-extensible-immutable interface”) with any of the
suitable implementations (e.g., “linked-list implementation” and “array-based implemen-
tation”).

In addition to the traits that were absolutely necessary to achieve a sound hierarchy and
avoid code duplication, we structured the code using fine-grained subtraits that allow us
to reuse parts of the code outside of the collection hierarchy. For example, we introduced
traits representing the behavior “emptiness” (which requiressize and providesisEmpty,
notEmpty, ifEmpty:, etc.) and “enumeration” (requiresdo: and providescollect:, select:,
detect:, etc.).

Although some of the collection classes are now built as the composition of up to 22
traits, our tools take advantage of the flattening property to ensure that that this does not
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make the code any harder to understand than it was without traits. It is always possible to
work with the hierarchy as if it were implemented with ordinary single-inheritance.

In total, we refactored 29 classes of the collection hierarchy, which originally imple-
mented 635 methods. In the refactored versions, we built these classes from a total of 60
different traits. This allowed us to reduce the total number of methods to 567, which is
just over 10% fewer methods than in the original implementation. In addition, the code
for the trait-based implementation contains 12% less source code than the original. This
is especially remarkable since nearly 9% of the methods in the original implementation
were implemented “too high” in the hierarchy specifically to enable code sharing. With
inheritance, the penalty for this is the repeated need to cancel inherited behavior (by using
methods that cause a runtime error) in subclasses where it does not make sense6. In the
trait-based implementation, there is no need to resort to this tactic. This means that we
were able to eliminate all cancellation of inherited methods from the refactored collection
hierarchy.

Comparison to Mixins.It is clear that mixins could also be used to tackle the structural
problems that we identified in the Smalltalk collection classes. We found, however, that
because of the conceptual problems associated with mixins, achieving an equally fine-
grained refactoring would be significantly more problematic with mixins than it is with
traits.

Our refactored collection classes uses many traits, in one case as many as 22. Counting
also the traits inherited from the superclasses, some our collection classes are built from
a total of up to 35 traits (e.g., OrderedCollection andText). This is feasible because the
sum operation lets us build a subclass from a group of traits in parallel, and the flattening
property allows us to view and edit the nested trait structure at any level. In particular, the
programmer can work with each class as if it were built without any traits at all.

In contrast, mixins must be applied one at a time, using the ordinary single inheritance
operator. This would result in huge and hard to understand inheritance chains with up to 35
levels. This is especially problematic because mixin composition does not enjoy a flatten-
ing property. Whereas a class composed of a total of 35 traits can be consistently viewed
and edited in a flat way (i.e., as if only single inheritance were used), this is not possible
with mixins, because mixins are composed using the inheritance operation, and thus the
semantics of super-calls depends on the exact placement of the call in the inheritance chain.

In our refactored hierarchy, there are situations where several components are composed,
but there is no ordering of mixins that would lead to the appropriate behavior. This is
because there are sometimesmultipleconflicts that need to be resolved by combining the
conflicting methods or by excluding the methods that are not relevant. With traits, resolving
these conflicts is simple because the composite entity can decideindependentlyfor each
conflict how it should be resolved using exclusion and aliasing. Mixins, in contrast, need to
be totally ordered and do not support exclusion and aliasing. Thus, the only way to resolve
such conflicts would be to introduce additional glue mixins, which make such compositions
more complex and harder to understand (see Section 3.1).

One example of this is the traitTSortedImpl where we had two conflicts:at:ifAbsent:
andcollect:, but no single subtrait that takes precedence for both of them. This is exactly

6In the original implementation, only 27% of the methods implemented “too high” were explicitly disabled in
the subclasses where they did not belong. Therefore, eliminating such “error methods” accounts for only a small
fraction of the methods we saved in our refactoring.
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the situation exclusion is designed for, and we obtained the desired behavior by excluding
at:ifAbsent: from the subtraitTExtensibleSequencedImpl andcollect: from TOrderedSort-
edCommonImpl.

Using mixins, the solution would be to either modifyTExtensibleSequencedImpl, or to
introduce a new intermediate mixin corresponding toTExtensibleSequencedImpl - {at:ifAb-
sent:}. Neither choice is desirable. Modifying the components is bad because it may break
other places where these components are used. Introducing intermediate “glue mixins”
makes the inheritance chains even longer and harder to understand (cf. Sections 2.2 and
3.1).

While composite mixins [Bracha 1992] allow the programmer to improve the under-
standability of such complex hierarchies by structuring the involved mixins, they do not
solve the conceptual problems related to mixins (cf. Section 2.2). This is because compos-
ite mixins are based on the same linear form of composition as mixins, and they therefore
suffer from the same problems such as fragility with respect to change and dispersal of
glue code. What would this mean in practice? Composite mixins would indeed allow us
to structure the 21 mixins used to buildSequencedImmutable into a handful of composite
mixins. Nevertheless, the problems of fragility with respect to change, code dispersal, and
so on, would then occur bothwithin andbetweenthese composite mixins.

In the process of our refactoring work, we also encountered many situations where
adding a new method to a component caused a conflict with another component in dis-
tant code. Thanks to the commutativity of trait sum and the requirement of explicit conflict
resolution, all of these places were immediately detected, and we were able to re-establish
the correct semantics by making an appropriate adjustment to the relevant trait composition
clause. It was never necessary to modify other components, so we never found ourselves
in a situation where resolving one conflict created two more.

With mixins, this would not have been the case. First, we would not have detected
conflicting methods so easily because the order of the mixinsimplicitly “resolves” each
conflict, although not necessarily in the way that the programmer intends! Second, even if
we had noticed that a conflict had been resolved in an incorrect way, it would have been
much harder to re-establish the correct behavior.

A comparison of our refactored collection classes to the mixin-based collection frame-
work of Strongtalk [Bracha and Griswold 1993] provides more data on the effectiveness
of mixins and traits. Both frameworks are based on Smalltalk-80 and are therefore quite
comparable. Strongtalk has more collection classes, but uses only 10 different mixins,
compared to 67 traits in our hierarchy. In particular, Strongtalk does not factor out charac-
teristics such as extensible, implicitly sequenced, and explicitly sequenced; neither does it
make aspects like enumeration reusable outside of the collection framework.

Of course, the fact that the designers of Strongtalk decided not to pursue a fine-grained
decomposition into mixins does not mean that doing so would be impossible. But it is
an indication that the designers of Strongtalk decided that the disadvantages of a finer
structure outweighed the advantages. In contrast, we have found that with traits the fine-
grained decomposition has only advantages.

Comparison to Multiple Inheritance.Multiple inheritance would also have solved many
of the problems that we identified in the single inheritance version of the Smalltalk collec-
tion classes. Like mixins, however, multiple inheritance alone would not be expressive
enough to achieve a fine-grained refactoring of the collection hierarchy.
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For example, our refactored hierarchy uses several adaptor traits such asTIdentityAdap-
tor, which is used to turn collection classes likeSet, WeakSet, andDictionary into new
classes that compare elements based on their identity rather than equality. But as described
in Sections 2 and 3.2, multiple inheritance alone cannot express such adaptors without code
duplication.

7.2 Applying Traits to Metaclasses and the Smalltalk Kernel

In class-based object-oriented programming, classes are used as instance generators and
to implement the behavior of objects. In pure object-oriented languages such as CLOS
and Smalltalk, classes themselves are first-class objects, being instances of so-calledmeta-
classes[Ingalls 1976; Cointe 1987; Kiczales et al. 1991; Danforth and Forman 1994; For-
man and Danforth 1999]. In the same way that classes (likeString) define the properties
of their instances (like‘Hello’), metaclasses (likeString class) define the properties of their
instances (String). Examples of class properties aresingleton, final, andabstract[Ledoux
and Cointe 1996].

Because most of these class properties apply to many different classes, it is only natural
to wish to share the corresponding code among multiple metaclasses. For example, both
the classNumber and the classCollection are abstract classes in Smalltalk, and it would be
nice if this could be expressed by sharing the code that implements theabstractproperty
among the corresponding metaclassesNumber class andCollection class.

Unfortunately, giving the programmer explicit control over the metaclasses of a class
leads to a variety of metaclass composition problems. These problems arise mainly because
explicit metaclasses can break compatibility between the class and the metaclass level,i.e.,
code fragments applied to one class may break when used on another class due to the
inheritance relationship between their respective metaclasses.

Numerous approaches have tried to solve metaclass composition problems [Bouraqadi-
Saadani et al. 1998; Bouraqadi 2004; Forman and Danforth 1999; Rivard 1997], but they
always handle conflicting properties in anad-hocmanner, alienating the meta-programmer.
We have solved this problem in auniform way by representing class properties as traits.
This means that, like all other classes in the system, metaclasses are built as the composi-
tion of traits corresponding to the properties that they require; in the case of metaclasses,
these are class properties such as singleton, abstract, and final.

While trait composition is used to add the required class properties to a metaclass, the
inheritance hierarchy is used to ensure compatibility between the class and the metaclass
level. This is achieved by retaining the parallel class and metaclass inheritance hierarchies
found in Smalltalk: if a classA is the superclass of a classB, then the metaclassA class is
the superclass of the metaclassB class.

As we have pointed out in our paper on metaclass composition [Ducasse et al. 2005], us-
ing the inheritance hierarchy for inter-level compatibility and traits for building metaclasses
gives us the best of both worlds: it enables safe metaclass composition while retaining ex-
plicit control over what is being composed. Unlike other approaches, this approach is
uniform because it uses the same object-oriented mechanisms, namely the complementary
concepts of single inheritance and trait composition, to address design and implementation
issues on both the base and the meta level. This has the advantage that the programmer does
not have to learn a new composition mechanism that is exclusively targeted at composing
metaclass properties.
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Bootstrapping a new Smalltalk Kernel with Traits.Once traits were used to represent
class properties, it was a natural extension to completely refactor the Squeak kernel by
bootstrapping it with traits [Lienhard 2004]. Because the new kernel based on traits is
an extension of the traditional Smalltalk kernel, it still contains the traditional Smalltalk
kernel classesBehavior, ClassDescription, Metaclass, andClass [Goldberg and Robson
1983]. But unlike the classes in the old kernel, the new classes are built from various traits
such asTInstantiator, TInstanceEnumerator, andTFamilyAccess, which correspond to the
different responsibilities of the classes.

In addition, the new language kernel also contains the classesTraitBehavior, TraitDe-
scription, Trait, andClassTrait. These classes are necessary to represent traits, and they
closely correspond to the traditional kernel classes. For example, just asBehavior provides
basic functionality for compiling methods and managing a method dictionary in classes,
TraitBehavior provides the same functionality for traits. These classes in the new kernel not
only represent traits, but are also themselves built from traits. Examples includeTMethod-
DictionaryManagement, TOrganization, andTCodeFileOut.

Besides improving the structure of the kernel, this is important because the new kernel
classes that represent traits share many features with the traditional kernel classes that
represent classes; putting the common code into traits enables these common features to
be reused. This is especially true for the classesClassDescription and TraitDescription,
which share most of their methods.

Although the Smalltalk kernel is indeed small, the fact that we were able to cleanly
bootstrap it with traits is another indication of the practical applicability of traits. For
the language researcher, the refactored kernel has the advantage that experiments with
the language are now much easier to cary out; this is because the different aspects of the
language (e.g., method dictionary management) are now available as traits that can be
recomposed to create classes and objects with different properties.

8. RELATED WORK

In Sections 2 and 3, we have shown how multiple inheritance and various forms of mixin
attempt to promote code reuse, and illustrated the problems that beset these generaliza-
tions of inheritance. In this section we compare traits to other approaches for structuring
complex artifacts.

Other Reuse Constructs Called “Traits”.Several other systems have used entities called
“traits” to share and reuse implementation in ways that are related to the composition
mechanism introduced in this paper.

One of these is the prototype-based language Self [Ungar and Smith 1987]. In Self,
there is no notion of class; conceptually, each object defines its own format, methods, and
inheritance relations. Objects are derived from other objects by cloning and modification.
Objects can have one or more parent objects; messages that are not found in the object are
looked for and delegated to a parent object. The order in which these parent objects are
searched is not pre-defined7, and it is an error for a selector to be found in more than one
parent. In Self, explicit sends to such parent objects are calledresends, of which there are

7In some older versions, Self featured sophisticated mechanisms to influence the search order. These mechanisms
were later abandoned.
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two kinds:directed resendslook in a specific parent object, while ordinaryresendstraverse
all parent objects.

Self uses so-calledtrait objectsto factor out common features [Ungar et al. 1991]. Sim-
ilar to the notion of traits presented here, these trait objects are essentially groups of meth-
ods8. But unlike our traits, Self’s trait objects do not support specific composition opera-
tors; instead, they are used as ordinary parent objects.

The software for the Xerox Star workstation was also implemented using entities called
traits [Curry et al. 1982]. Traits were primitive entities used to build-up more complex ob-
jects. They were implemented as coding conventions in the Mesa programming language.
This approach has more in common with other multiple inheritance approaches than with
traits as presented in this paper. In particular, the Star traits differ from ours in their seman-
tics for inheritance, their provision for conflict resolution capabilities, their ability to carry
state, and their multiple implementations for a single method.

The Larch Shared Language [Guttag et al. 1985] is also based on a construct called a
trait; the relationship turns out to be more than name deep. Larch traits are fragments of
specifications that can be freely reused at fine granularity. For example, it is possible to
define a Larch trait such asIsEmpty that adds a single operation to an existing container
datatype specification. But there are also significant differences between Larch traits and
the traits presented in this work. In particular, adding a trait to a class is not intended to
create a conservative extension of that class.

PIE. The Personal Information Environment (PIE) is a programming environment that
supports the design, development, and documentation of Smalltalk programs [Goldstein
and Bobrow 1980b; 1980a]. The PIE environment is based on a network of nodes that
describe different types of entities — from small pieces such as a single procedure to much
larger conceptual entities such as categories of classes or configurations of the system —
in a uniform way. PIE features a wide variety of innovations such as context-sensitive
descriptions (i.e., properties with different associated values depending on the current con-
text), meta-nodes containing a meta-description of the associated node, and a mechanism
for unique identification of objects across an entire computing community [Bobrow and
Goldstein 1980; Goldstein and Bobrow 1980b; 1980a].

In addition, PIE features a form of multiple inheritance based on a notion of multiple
perspectives, which reflects the idea that a certain node may have different characteristics
depending on the point of view from which it is considered. Hence, PIE allows the pro-
grammer to assign an arbitrary number of different perspectives (with independent super-
classes) to a single node. In the initial version of PIE, the state of the object was represented
entirely in the node, and the perspectives carried no state: they supplied method definitions
only. Although this early form of perspectives bears a certain resemblance to traits, there
are important conceptual differences. The most critical one is that unlike with traits, the
methods provided by perspectives are not merged into the node where the perspectives are
applied. This means that a node does not itself understand the messages implemented by its
perspectives, and that a programmer therefore has to use a message pattern that explicitly
states the class of the perspective providing the sent message.

While this design has the advantage that equally named methods of different perspec-

8Since Self is based around the notion of slots, which draws no difference between methods and data, nothing
prevents a trait object from also containing state. But their goal is to just bundle methods.
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tives never conflict, it also means that external clients depend on the structure of a node,
and that perspectives are heavyweight entities that do not provide for fine-grained modular-
ization of a node’s methods. These conceptual differences between traits and perspectives
are even more significant in the second and most recent version of PIE, where each per-
spective also carries its own state. Note that the notion of perspectives in PIE is based on
very similar notions in FRL [Goldstein and Roberts 1977] and KRL [Bobrow and Wino-
grad 1977], and that it is related to the approach employed by ThingLab [Borning 1981], a
multiple inheritance constraint satisfaction system.

Template-based Approaches.There are several C++ template libraries such as the Stan-
dard Template Library (STL) [Musser and Saini 1996] and the Boost Lambda Library
[Järvi et al. 2003], which implement a variety of parameterized data structures and func-
tions such as collections and iterators. Whereas these parameterized data structures facili-
tate reuse because they are applicable in the context of different types, they are not directly
related to the kind of feature composition that is the goal of traits.

Indeed, VanHilst and Notkin [VanHilst and Notkin 1996b] note that C++ templates can
be used for two conceptually different kinds of parametrization: forgenericity (e.g., a
generic classSet with a parameterized element type) and forcomposition(e.g., a class
Color with a parameterized superclass)9. The conceptual difference between these two
purposes of templates become especially apparent in a language like Smalltalk. Because
Smalltalk is dynamically typed, templates are not necessary for writing the kind of generic
data structures implemented in the STL, and because Smalltalk’s built-in blocks are anony-
mous functions (i.e., lambda abstractions), there is no need for the abstractions proposed
by the Boost Lambda Library. But at the same time, Smalltalk lacks a flexible composition
mechanism, which is why we extended the language with traits.

The RESOLVE discipline [Sitaraman and Weide 1994; Ogden et al. 1994; Edwards et al.
1994; Hollingsworth et al. 1994; Hollingsworth et al. 2000] for component-based software
engineering is a set of software engineering design principles introduced by Hollingsworth
in his doctoral dissertation [Hollingsworth 1992]. While the RESOLVE discipline is lan-
guage independent, Sitaraman and Weide also developed specialized versions such as a
version for C++ known as RESOLVE/C++ [Bucci et al. 1994]. Although the RESOLVE
discipline covers many different kinds of software engineering principles such as avoid-
ing aliasing problems by consistently using swapping and not assignment as the basic data
movement mechanism, its main focus lies on component-based design,i.e., the RESOLVE
framework.

A key concept of the RESOLVE framework is the distinction betweenabstract com-
ponents(specifications) andconcrete components(implementations). The distinction be-
tween these two kinds of component allows each abstract component to be realized using
any of several concrete components that correctly achieve the intended functionality but
may for example differ in performance characteristics. RESOLVE components are also
parameterized. In Resolve/C++, parametrization is achieved by making each component a
C++ template with two kind of parameters:conceptual parametersfor generic components
such as a set that deals with elements of a parameterized type, andrealization parameters
that avoid concrete-to-concrete component coupling.

9Note that generics in most other languages such as C# and Java cannot express classes with parameterized
superclasses. Therefore, they cannot be used to express mixin-like feature composition.
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These realization parameters make the RESOLVE components similar to traits (and mix-
ins), as they allow a programmer to apply and compose RESOLVE components in very
flexible ways. Apart from this similarity, there are also significant differences between
traits and RESOLVE. The traits mechanism is designed to be a simple and lightweight
extension of single inheritance that enables one to build classes from a fine-grained com-
position of traits rather than an unstructured collection of individual methods. This is
reflected by the fact that traits are implicitly parameterized and are composed in a way that
is quite limited but in return guarantees certain properties, such as the flattening property,
which are important for the understandability of such fine-grained structures.

In contrast, RESOLVE components are explicitly parameterized and are then composed
and applied by (full or partial) instantiation rather than inheritance. Together with the
distinction between abstract and concrete components, this makes the RESOLVE approach
more complex and heavyweight — Edwards et al. describe the RESOLVE specification
language as “rich and fairly complex” [Edwards et al. 1994] — but in return offers a wide
variety of different kinds of compositions and conformance guarantees.

Mixin-related Approaches.GenVoca is a design methodology for creating application
families and architecturally extensible software,i.e., software that is customizable via mod-
ule additions and removals [Batory and O’Malley 1992]. With GenVoca, class refinements
are modeled as functions that take a program (i.e., a GenVoca constant) as input and pro-
duce a feature-augmented program as output. While traits are purely behavioral, a Gen-
Voca class refinement not only can introduce or override methods, but also can add new
data members and constructors to a target class. A more fundamental difference between
traits and GenVoca is that traits rely on the composition operators to guarantee important
properties for making the resulting classes easy to understand (e.g., the flattening property)
and robust with respect to change (e.g., commutativity and explicit conflict resolution).
In contrast, GenVoca’s main innovations are the layering and scaling of refinements that
allow one to generate high-performance systems for a target domain. Indeed, the actual
implementation of GenVoca refinements is based on existing mechanisms such as mixins
[Batory et al. 2003].

Mixin layers [Smaragdakis and Batory 1998] are a technique for implementing layered
object-oriented designs (e.g., collaboration-based designs). Mixin layers are similar to
mixins but scaled to the granularity of multiple-classes. Mixin layers address the scalabil-
ity problems that can appear in role-based designs [VanHilst and Notkin 1996a; 1996b],
but they still suffer from the fragility problems we identified for mixins (such as fragility
with respect to change) because they are based on mixins as the fundamental composition
mechanism.

Smaragdakis also showed how one can develop layered software using common Unix
(Linux and Solaris) dynamic libraries [Smaragdakis 2002]. The idea is that, from an object-
oriented design standpoint, dynamic libraries are analogous to components in a mixin-
based object system. This enables one to use libraries in a layered fashion, mixing and
matching different libraries, while ensuring that the result remains consistent. As with
all the other mixin-based approaches, composition is linear and the composition order is
crucial to the semantics of the composition. As a consequence, this form of dynamic library
composition also suffers from the mixin-related problems that we have addressed with our
work on traits (cf. Sections 2 and 3)
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Aspect-oriented Programming (AOP).Aspect-oriented programming [Kiczales et al.
1997] allows the programmer to encapsulate concerns that cross-cut class boundaries in
a construct called an aspect. Both aspects and traits can add new methods to existing
classes. Aspects can also weave code before or after the execution of a method, an ef-
fect traits achieve using method overriding and explicit calls tosuper. In addition, most
implementations of aspect-oriented programming such as AspectJ [Kiczales et al. 2001]
support weaving code at more fine-grained join points such as field accesses, which is not
supported by traits.

Despite the fact that traits and aspects can be used for similar purposes, there are fun-
damental differences between the two approaches. By definition, aspects are concerns that
cannot be cleanly encapsulated in a generalized procedure (i.e., object, method, mixin).
This means that in contrast to traits, aspects are neither designed nor used to build classes
and components from scratch, but rather to alter the performance or semantics of the com-
ponents in systemic ways. Thus, a single aspect can be designed to modify the behavior
of methods spread across the object-oriented decomposition,i.e., in many classes. A trait
cannot do this.

Other Modularity and Composition Models.Delegation (also known as “object-based
inheritance”) is another form of composition that side-steps many of the problems related
to class-based inheritance [Kniesel 1999]. In contrast to traits, delegation is designed to
supportdynamiccomponent adaptation.

The Jigsaw modularity framework, developed by Bracha in his doctoral dissertation
[Bracha 1992], defines module composition operators such as merge, rename and restrict
that are strikingly similar to our trait sum, alias and exclusion operators. For example,
Bracha’s merge, like our sum operator, is commutative. Although there are differences in
the details of the definitions (for example, in how conflicts are handled), the more signifi-
cant differences are in motivation and setting. Jigsaw is intended as a complete framework
for module manipulation in the large, and makes assumptions appropriate to that setting:
namespaces, declared types and requirements, full renaming, and semantically meaning-
ful nesting. Traits are intended to supplement existing languages by promoting reuse in
the small, and consequently do not define namespaces, do not declare types, infer their
requirements, do not allow renaming, and do not give a meaning to nesting. The Jigsaw
operation set also aims for completeness, whereas in the design of traits we explicitly gave
up completeness for simplicity. Nevertheless, the similarity of the core operation sets is
encouraging, given that they were defined independently.

Logtalk [Moura 2003] is an open source object-oriented extension to the Prolog pro-
gramming language. It supports both prototypes and classes. In addition, it supports
component-based programming using a mechanism called categories that is designed to
share code between classes. Despite a superficial resemblance between Logtalk categories
and traits, there are many differences between the two mechanisms. Logtalk does not sup-
port aliasing or exclusion, but uses a depth-first lookup toimplicitly resolve any conflicts,
and it suffers from scalability problems as categories cannot be composed from other cat-
egories.

Mohnen proposes an extension of Java that allows interfaces to have default implemen-
tations [Mohnen 2002]. As such, classes that implements such an interface can explicitly
state that they want to use the default implementation offered by that interface (if any). If
more than one interface mentions the same method, a method body must be provided. The
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system is implemented as a pure compiler-extension for Java. Conflicts are flagged auto-
matically but require the developer to resolve them manually. The composition mechanism
lacks exclusion and aliasing.

Caesar’s collaboration interfaces are similar to traits in that they include the declara-
tion of expectedmethods,i.e., those that classes must provide when bound to an interface
[Mezini and Ostermann 2002]. Thus, Caesar’s interface concept can simulate traits by
binding an interface to a class and then combining it with a specific implementation. How-
ever, Caesar has no special compositional construct for dealing with conflicts. Instead,
Caesar is designed to use one of the conflict resolution strategies known from multiple
inheritance languages such as C++, leading to problems similar to those described in Sec-
tions 2 and 3. Moreover, Caesar is based on explicit wrappers, which can be costly at
runtime, while the semantics of traits is compatible with single inheritance and does not
cause a run-time penalty.

Mezini also proposed an approach to behavior composition in a class-based environment
that is based on the encapsulated object model of class-based inheritance, but introduces
an explicit combination layer between objects and classes [Mezini 1997]. The definition
of the behavior of an evolving object is divided between a class that provides the standard
behavior of the object and a set of mixin-like software modules, called adjustments. One
of the main differences from traits is that Mezini’s approach is more dynamic and complex.
In fact, a combiner-metaobject is associated with each evolving object, and is responsible
for the compositional aspects of the object’s behavior. This means that the combiner-
metaobject uses the adjustments to define the environment where the messages sent to the
object are evaluated.

9. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

This paper has introduced traits as a mechanism for building and structuring the classes in
object-oriented programs. The same trait can be reused in many classes, irrespective of the
position of those classes in the inheritance hierarchy. Traits can be manipulated using a set
of operators—sum, overriding, exclusion, and aliasing—that are carefully designed so that
they allow a fair amount of composition flexibility without being subject to the problems
and limitations that we have identified for mixins and multiple inheritance.

Thanks to the favorable composition properties, traits offer an ideal extension to single
inheritance languages. Traits are completely backwards compatible with Smalltalk and do
not require one to modify or extend the method syntax of the underlying language. Further-
more, the flattening property guarantees that the resulting code is no less understandable
than the original, because it is always possible to both view and edit the code as if it were
written using single inheritance without traits.

Having the right programming tools has proven to be crucial for giving the programmer
the maximum benefit from traits. In our Squeak-based implementation, we changed the
browser so that it allows the programmer to switch seamlessly between the different views
and emphasizes the glue methods that define how the traits are connected.

We have used traits successfully in several case studies such as the refactoring of the
Smalltalk collection classes. This is a strong indication of the usability of traits for re-
alistic and non-trivial problems. This refactoring also showed that traits are suitable for
modularizing classes that have already been built, and that traits raise the level of abstrac-
tion when building new classes. As we worked with the refactored hierarchy, we were
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impressed with the power of the flattening property, which made understanding classes
that are built from composite traits quite a simple matter.

Based on our experience, both from designing traits and from using them together with
other programmers in the context of our case studies, we also developed a methodology for
programming with traits [Black and Schärli 2004]. We found that the conceptual difference
between traits and classes leads to a natural distinction regarding how and when these two
concepts should be used. In short, the practical role of traits is to capture the different
variants of individual protocols; these variants can then be composed to build composite
protocols and finally classes. This frees the class hierarchy to be used for the conceptual
classification of objects.

We are currently working to integrate traits into Java, and on a project initiated by Mi-
crosoft for porting traits to the .NET platform. In both of these languages the type system
makes the simple approach that works so well for Smalltalk more problematic. For exam-
ple, the type of a method in a trait may depend on the class in which it is eventually used,
and the rules for method overloading have to be taken into account. However, given the ex-
perience from our work so far, and the availability of traits in the statically-typed language
Scala [Odersky et al. 2004], we are convinced that these problems can be overcome.

As future work we would like to (1) evaluate the impact of the introduction of names-
paces and encapsulation on the flattening property, (2) consider the effects of allowing traits
to specify state variables, (3) extend trait composition so that it can replace inheritance, (4)
evaluate the possibility of using traits to modify the behavior of individual instances at
run-time, and (5) further explore the application of traits to the refactoring of complex
class hierarchies.
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